
Lesson A each week covers core material.  

Lesson B offers additional ideas for review, 
practice or enrichment.

Focus:   participation, acceptance, review/relearn

SeptemberSeptember
C1.1song:  Mama Don't 'Low No Singing
            gr.2:  Sometimes I Like to Sing
  gr.2:  Warm-Up  "Hellos"
C1.2apply musical elements when singing/moving
 moving with the beat

element focus:  beat = steady pulse       
relearn:  conducting cues

C1.1song:  When I First Came to Canada
                  Bonjour Mes Amis
C1.2apply musical elements when singing/moving
 moving with the beat

element focus:  beat = steady pulse       
relearn:  conducting cues

C1.1song:   Canada Is My Country
 gr.2 In Canada

C1.2apply musical elements while moving/singing

element focus:  rhythm=way the words go     
relearn:  dynamics;  articulation
               reading rhythms 

C1.1song:   gr. 2 Lukey's Boat
        gr. 2 A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea
  
C1.2apply musical elements while moving/singing

element focus:  rhythm=way the words go     
relearn:  dynamics;  articulation;
                reading rhythms 

C1.1   song:  Ickle Ockle

C1.2   apply musical elements while moving/singing

C1.5   demonstrate understanding of notation

C1.1   song:  Oh My Aunt Came Back

C1.2   apply musical elements while moving/singing

C1.5   demonstrate understanding of notation

element focus:  differentiating beat/rhythm    
relearn:  tempo, solfa (d r m s l d)

C1.1song:  Old Brass Wagon
       chant:  (gr.2)  Keep the Beat

C1.2apply musical elements while moving/singing

C1.1song:  Little Liza Jane
       Great Big House

C1.2apply musical elements while moving/singing

element focus:  names of elements

element focus:   naming elements   
 

New Songs Mama Don’t ‘Low No Singing
When I First Came To Canada
Bonjour Mes Amis
Canada Is My Country
Ickle Ockle
Oh My Aunt Came Back
Old Brass Wagon
Little Liza Jane
Great Big House

Revisited Songs Sometimes I Like to Sing
Warm-Up Hellos
In Canada
Lukey’s Boat
A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea
Keep the Beat
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     With music, a new school year doesn't necessarily mean all new music.   Good songs may be 
sung and enjoyed again and again and again.   A familiar song gives comfort, relaxation, 
enjoyment AND an opportunity to practise  --which is essential for music learning.  Songs that 
were introduced in Grade Two, may be sung for enjoyment and/or to review basics and/or to 
offer new creative ways to add instruments, movement or voices.   The spiral in music learning 
moves outwards and up into new musical experience, then circles back to the familiar before 
moving outwards again.

     Canada is a wonderful eclectic place of people from around the world.   Songs are a way to 
enjoy our cultural mix and our shared experience of families moving from one place to another, 
pioneering in a new environment.

     Songs are also a way to build community, --singing songs about the life we share in this 
country and world is a celebration and remembering of who we are.  I have intentionally built in 
opportunities to sing Canadian folk songs, and songs about Canada  --those learned in Grades 
One and Two as well as new ones for Grade Three.

     My hope is that out of the wide repertoire offered, every student will find at least one to two 
"keepers"   ---songs that will stay with them as they grow older, offering comfort and enjoyment 
through the seasons of their lives.

C1.1song:  Mama Don't 'Low No Singing
            gr.2:  Sometimes I Like to Sing
  gr.2:  Warm-Up  "Hellos"
C1.2apply musical elements when singing/moving
 moving with the beat

element focus:  beat = steady pulse       
relearn:  conducting cues

 Introduction to Music

Usually music begins with a brief warm-up activity.  But today, just because its the 
first day, begin with the most important part of primary music  --SINGING! 

MusicMusic(C)

Gather students on the carpet.   Place a finger in front of your lips.  Cup your ears and say 
quietly  "Open up your ears and your mind to listening."  Launch right into the first 
verse of "Mama"  --feel the music with your shoulders, smile, and the students will feel it 
with you.

New Song:New Song:    Mama Don’t ‘Low
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 Grade 3 students usually still believe their teacher walks on water, so even if you don't sing much  ---be 
brave, learn some of the songs by burning them on a CD or putting them on your ipod and using them as 
car music or cleaning music during the summer.   Using your voice to sing sets important parameters for 
music class  --i.e. all voices are accepted and singing is enjoyed by people of all ages.    Most of the songs 
may be taught using the recorded music, but here, for the very first music heard in music class, live music 
is important.

If you need to use the recorded music  --try out the quick-time movie as a way to capture attention and 
encourage enjoyment.

Ma-ma don't 'low  no      sing-ing______   'round    here_______________.
Ma-ma don't 'low  no      fid-ling_______  'round     here_______________.

Ma-ma don't 'low    no        sing-ing_____     'round     here__________________.

We  don't care what Ma-ma don't 'low, gon-na   sing   out    hap-py         a- ny     how!
If     you  haul  a      fid-dle  a - round  bet-ter    take  that  fiddle get     out - a    town!

Ma-ma don't 'low   no       sing-ing_______   'round       here_________________.

Mama Don't 'Low No SingingMama Don't 'Low No Singing
Key G, first note do(G)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 Mama...

Presto

bluegrass
United States

arr: LJClare, 2014

A bluegrass staple now played across many genres  (Dixieland, Rock, etc.) the roots of this song go back deep 
into the Applachians.   When it was growing up, this song could have been played on fiddle, bagpipe or jug 
band  ---any instrument reflecting the celtic roots of pioneers who settled in the mountains.  Variations on 
words are as wide as the variations on tune.  

"Hands up if you know what Mama doesn't allow around here."  Choose 
a volunteer to answer (singing).   Then ask:  "Hands up if you can think of 
something else Mama might not allow around here."  (dancing, talking, 
shouting, wiggling)  If no ideas are forthcoming from the class, sing another 
verse using your choice of word.   If you choose "dancing" then dance while 
singing.   If you choose wiggling, then wiggle while singing, etc.

"What else might be on Mama's 'do not do' list?   (Accept several ideas, then 
take one of them and sing it to the students.

"Excellent ideas  ---any others?" (By this time students have heard the song 
three times.  Take the first new idea and invite students to sing it with you.)   
 

Learning a song by 
repeated listening 
is called "learned 
by immersion."  It 
works well when 
the tune is catchy 
and the  words  
repetitive.

Exploring Music

The lesson moves on with "What we allow 'round here."
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Music Time ExpectationsMusic Time Expectations

(If you are a traveling music teacher, ask students to explain their classroom routines to you re 
washroom, emergency drill etc.   If students are traveling to you, outline the classroom 
emergency plan and your washroom/drink routines.)

"Mama might not allow singing around here ---but I do.   Singing and music are 
wonderful ways to enjoy life.   As a community of singers we need to work with each 
other to make music period as wonderful  as it can be."

Take a few minutes to name basic expectations for music class.   Elicit ideas from 
students to expand on the basics.

*everybody participates in singing
*every voice is different
     AND  every voice is welcome

*music can be fun
      AND  the way to keep it fun
  

 (Laughing at someone trying to
make music is a kind of bullying.)

 is to use ordinary class rules
   for behaviour  
          ---listening to each other
          ---raising hands to speak

(Everyone participates in gym, everyone sings.)

conductor

music leader

Hold your hand up in front and close the thumb with the fingers (a standard 
music signal for stop).  "You remember this, don't you?  When the 
conductor does this, what do you do?  (stop singing/playing)  Excellent 
memories.  Let's try it out.  I'm going to sing  "one, two, three, four" (or 

play "C" on a glockenspiel four times) then you begin singing the Alphabet 
Song.  When you see the conductor's stop sign, stop singing as quickly 
as possible.  Ready, listen ... (sing a few letters with students to help them get 
started)   

Review/Relearn Conducting CuesReview/Relearn Conducting Cues

Mastering basic musical elements, concepts and vocabulary is the focus of Grade 3 curriculum.  
Throughout September and October, CanDo curriculum offers opportunities to nudge dusty 
memories and/or learn musical concepts that may not have been fully assimilated last year.    A few 
new elements and concepts will be introduced during the first semester.   The rest of the year is most 
time is spent integrating ideas with music practice and on pre-literacy skills. 

If students are able to leave Grade 3 with an enjoyment of participating in music and a firm grasp of 
the basics, then you will have given them a rich gift.  Grade 4 music begins with a swift plunge into 
formal written music that needs a grasp of the basics to ensure success. 

(You may need to sing the first few letters of the alphabet to encourage students to sing, but stop singing as soon as 
possible.  There is a short dvd Alphabet Song segment demonstrating both methods of beginning a song that may 
be used for learning.   Students will develop their singing voices more effectively when the teacher is NOT singing.  
If students need help staying together, or remembering words, try mouthing the words without voicing them.   In 
this way the music leader (you) will be better able to hear student singing and rest your own voice.)

Repeat the exercise a few times.   Choose a student conductor to lead once or 
twice.

A B CD
EF G H I JK L MNO

P
QR S

T U V

W
X

Y Z
I can sing the alphabet,  yes you heard me that's what I said (rhymes with "zaid").
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"Conductor's have magic hands.  When the conductor's 
hand/hands moves up   --voices get louder or forte, 
and when the conductor's hands move down  --voices 
get softer or piano.   If the conductor's hand/hands 
move faster, then the tempo of the song, the speed gets 
faster.   And if the conductor's hands slow down, what 
do you think happens?  (the song slows down)   So keep an 
eye on the conductor's hands because they might be 
asking you to change the way you are singing.    Let's 
try the Alphabet Song again."

Find conducting cues that work for you and your classes.   Asking for softer voices may be done by 
placing the palm face down and moving it downwards, or by holding fingers in front of mouth, etc.   
Show the beat/tempo of the song with gentle movements of hands/elbows/shoulders.   The visual of 
the beat will help students who are still having difficulty finding and keeping the beat while 
singing/playing.

During the first few weeks of September each year I tend to "double" my words.   I will use a music term 
and then immediately restate it in colloguial English or vice versa.   In this way, students who are new to 
music or new to English, have an opportunity to pick up on both concepts and vocabulary.   

tempo = speed
   fast  = presto
 lively  = allegro or vivace
stately = andante

dynamics = volume
   loudly   = forte  f
   softly    = piano p

Music class isn't always about new songs  --sometimes its about 
enjoying and building on familiar and favourite songs.   CanDo 
Curriculum intentionally includes songs from earlier years, as 
well as a full repertoire of new songs in lesson plans.   These 
songs are identified with the grade in which they are taught.  
Ideas for teaching these songs may be found in CanDo 1 and 2.

Using well known songs lets student focus be on music 
elements rather than coping with a new song and new ideas at 
the same time.    Head and Shoulders has a strong beat and 
built-in actions.

beat
steady

keeps going
through whole song

most songs have one

Beat is the steady pulse of a song   ---think of a heart beat, or the movement of 
window wipers, or the tick of a clock (when clocks had ticks) or feet marching.  
Babies and toddlers who experience being rocked are learning beat.  As 
young children, they will be developmentally ready for quickly learning to 
name "beat" as an experience.  As with all developmental tasks, readiness will 
vary from child to child according to both their physical growth(genetics and 
nurture) and their upbringing(socialization and nurture).  Giving students 
exposure to "beat" experiences that include body movement will eventually 
lead to success in being able to "keep the beat".   It is expected that most 
students will be able to find and keep the beat (with movement or while 
playing instruments) to songs they sing.   Students in Grade 3 who have 
difficulty keeping the beat will need individual attention.

Music and Dance

are

intricately intertwined.

Beat

Exploring Music
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I can sing the alphabet,  yes you heard me that's what I said (rhymes with "zaid").

Music and Movement
*finding and keeping the beat 

Head and Shoulders
Mama Don’t ‘Low
The Bear Went Over the Mountain
The Grand Old Duke of York

The lesson moves on with music and movement.
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Head and Shoulders arr: LJ Clare
1996

Head and shoul-ders, knees and   toes,  knees  and  toes,    knees and   toes,
 
 

Head and  shoul-ders,  knees  and    toes,    eyes, ears,   mouth  and         nose.
 

 
Head and shoulders, elbows, hips, elbows, hips, elbows, hips,
Head and shoulders, elbows, hips, eyes, ears, skin and lips.

Head and shoulders, tums and bums, tums and bums, tums and bums,
Head and shoulders, tums and bums,  bellybutton, fingers and thumbs.

2.

3.

Thanks go to Val Reiser who introduced me to the delightful "tums and bums" variant which she learned as a child.  If you're 
feeling creative, you may want to try making up a verse using  "shin/chin/skin"  or   "wrist/fist".

Verses 2 and 3 will 
probably be "new" to 
your students.  Be 
prepared for giggles 
on the "tums and 
bums!"

Key C, first note: G(so), 
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,Head...

Rhythm and beat are felt in 
the body and expressed in 
movement.   Time to get 
students up on their feet  --
both to get the wiggles out 
and because its an integral 
part of learning music!

Music and MovementMusic and Movement
*finding and keeping the beat *finding and keeping the beat 

"Time to try following the conductor while on our feet.   Stand 
up.  Ready.   Head and shoulders ..."    I simply launch into singing 
and doing the song (touch each body part as it is named), usually students 
quickly join in.

"Good singing.   Can you do the actions and singing while 
you step to the beat with your feet?   Let's try.   One, two, 
three, four (step as you count then begin singing  --a little practice 

ahead of time will make this easier to lead), head and shoulders ..."

"Good work.   Every song has a beat.   Even the one where 
Mama don't 'low no singing 'round here!   Listen to the 
recording, when you find the beat, don't wait for me, just 
start stepping to it."  (Play the recording through until the end of 
the first verse, after a few students begin stepping the beat, then 
join with them to help the stragglers.)

"Here's another song with a good walking beat.   If you 
remember it from last year, sing along.   But even if its new 
to you, listen for the beat and walk with it.  (Play words and 
music to The Bear Went Over the Mountain long enough to get everyone 
on the beat.)

"Excellent beat keeping.   One last try today.   Listen and 
step to the beat when you feel it."   (Play music only to The 
Grand Old Duke of York.)

Head and Shoulders (gr.1)

Mama Don't 'Low (gr. 3)

The Bear Went Over
  the Mountain (gr. 2)

The Grand Old Duke (gr. 2)
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Music is beat/rhythm and pitch.   Being able to "keep the beat" is a developmental activity and a music 
basic.  By Grade 3, most students will be able to hear and keep the beat, maintaining this while playing 
instruments or singing.    As you do these beginning lessons, keep an eye out for students who are 
struggling with clapping or walking on a beat.  If there are students who cannot clap or walk to the beat, 
continue to offer many opportunities for the whole class to move with the beat.   Students will learn to 
"catch" the beat by mimicing the movements of others.
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Hel  -  lo,               (Hel -  lo)               Hel  -   lo               (Hel  -  lo) .

Hel _______________       -            lo,      (Hel _____________________  -     lo)

Hello Warm-Up Canada
LJ Clare

2011

Key D, first note D(do)
a capella count-in: 1,2,3,4, He....

Hel     -           lo,      (Hel       -           lo)      Hel  -    lo,      (Hel  -   lo)

1

Musicians all "warm-up" before performing.   Making music  --whether with the voice or an 
instrument is a physical activity.  Muscles that produce sound need to be warmed up.  This 
helps to prevent injuries.  Warm-Ups tune the ears, move a person into a musical readiness 
by stretching/relaxing both the body and the voice, and focus the mind on music.  

Warm-Ups in school music lessons also provide an opportunity for a quick "practice" session 
for beat, rhythm and pitch matching.  Each lesson in Can Do will have ideas for warm-up.   
Use the ones given in the lesson or, as the year progresses, your favourites from past 
lessons.  The first time a warm-up is used, detailed instructions will be included in the 
lesson.  Quick reminders for all warm-ups are found under resources.  Enjoy the warm-ups, 
they're intended to be fun.  Keep the pace moving and time given  short.  

Warm ing Up Exploring Music

Yes, warm-ups are usually done at the beginning of music class  ---but today everything is new, 
including the warm-ups.   This segment gives time to teach basic warm-up routines that include 
focusing attention and echoing sound/action.

Pitch:  Echo Hellos

Sing the word  "Hello"   or      play the first "Hello" from the mp3 and 
hit the pause button.  Ask children to echo you/sing what you sing 
after they listen.   Repeat several times with different tunes for 
"Hello".

If you speak another language, use the "Hello" word from that 
language for a few new tune echos.  Remember, it doesn't matter 
what tune you use!

Ask students if they know how to say "Hello" in another language.   
Take one or two ideas and make up tunes for students to echo.  
Next music class this activity will be repeated, so assure students 
there will be opportunities for their "Hello" another day.

Bonjour 
Hola  
Kalimera 
Ai  
Nameste 
Salaam 
Jambo  
Shalom 
Wei  

French
Spanish
Greek  
Inuktitut 
Hindi 
Arabic  
Swahili 
Hebrew 
Cantonese

Nameste

Hola

Jam
bo

Bonjour
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Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)
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Warm-UpsWarm-Ups  continue...

Beat/Rhythm:  Echo Rhythms with Rhythm Names

Students are to echo your actions and words.  The key is for the class  to listen first, and then 
echo.   Students need a cue as to when to begin,  so that they can echo the pattern in sync with 
each other.   Use your own cue or try a few words "your turn", "ready go" or an action such as 
touching your knees. (with experience, music teachers develop subtle body cues that get 
students ready to immediately be an echo, eliminating the need for the "B" section in the sample 
patterns.  In the beginning, keep whatever action you do on a steady beat/pulse, to a count of 
four  --this will acclimatize you and the students to the pattern of listening for a signal.  The 
small hearts mark the beat/pulse.   Doing this activity is much easier than explaining it.   It's  a 
warm-up activity so limit it to 6-8 patterns, and keep it moving quickly..

2 Teacher Students

A                                    B               C

6     "ready"    "go"  

1.

2.

3.

4.

SAY
DO

SAY
DO

SAY
DO

SAY
DO

  ta          ta         ta          ta                                 ta        ta         ta        ta
clap          clap         clap        clap                                   clap       clap         clap      clap

  ta       ti - ti        ta         ta                                 ta      ti - ti       ta        ta
clap     clap-clap     clap         clap                                    clap   clap-clap     clap       clap

ta   -     a          ta          sh                                ta   -     a          ta       sh
make circle         clap     hand out                                  make circle          clap     hands out
with hands                    to each side                               with hands                    to each side

  ti - ti       ta         sh          ta                               ti - ti      ta         sh        ta
clap-clap    clap     hands out    clap                                 clap-clap   clap    hands out   clap 

"ready"    "go"

"ready"    "go"

"ready"    "go"

Beat is a steady pulse.    Rhythm moves over and around the beat  ---the easiest 
way to think of it in a song, is the "way the words go."  As you continue with these 
pattern, a transition is made between keeping the beat and following a rhythm.  
In Grade One, simple words are used to represent rhythms  --"rhythm names."  It 
may help keep the rhythms over a steady beat if you think the symbol words as 
you clap.

ta   =             quarter
                        note

ti-ti   =             two 8th
                          notes

sh    =             quarter
                          rest

ta -   a       =                      half note

sh -  uu      =                      half rest

ta  -   a     -     a    -    a     =             whole
                                                          note

sh  -   uu   -    uu   -    uu    =            whole
                                                           rest

Grade One Grade Two  

Explorin
g Music

Rhythm   =   "the way the words go"
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If There Is Time ...

 Sometimes We Like to Sing
Key D, first note D(do)
a cappella count-in: 1-- 2-- 1-- 2 -Some...

   Some    -    times           we      like            to         sing____________,          Some-
    But            some   -     times    we             do        not  ___________,           Want

times     we    like       to       sing _________,         to      sing           a -  long      with
to         sing    as       we're  taught________,         so       we       don't   sing        to

ev   -   'ry-  thing,    some - times         we     like           to        sing ________.
a  -     ny - thing,     'cause some    -  times    we           do        not_________.

anon
words:  LJ Clare

Canada

Extra
 Time?

Every teacher and class has its own pace for learning/teaching.  Beginning September music lessons may 
take longer than expected.  Be patient with yourself and the class.  It takes time to get used to moving 
smoothly between several activities in one teaching block   e.g.  sitting and singing, moving around the 
classroom, listening to recorded music.   If everything in the plan doesn't get finished, earmark it for the 
second weekly music time.   In this curriculum, new ideas are  presented in the first music time each week.  
The second music time is for practice, building on songs, enrichment activities and singing, singing, 
singing.  If you only have one music period a week,  choose a few activities/ideas from the second weekly 
lesson to include in your music time.

However, the opposite can also be true.  Sometimes everything on the music plan will be done way before 
the "music" time is finished.   As the year goes on, you will accumulate ideas to use during the "extra" time.   
If you are the classroom teacher, then extra time is always welcome.  If you are a "visiting" music teacher, or 
you want a plan for a supply teacher, you may want to prepare for unexpected extra time with some of the 
ideas on the next page.

Not E
nough

 Time?

Even if students did not learn this song from CanDo2, the tune is part or reminiscent of many 
folksongs.    Ask students to listen for "feelings" or "emotion" as the song is played from the 
mp3 or played from the mp4(with visual blocked so students are depending and developing 
listening skills).   If students begin to sing along, stop the recordings immediately.   Remind 
students the instructions were "to listen" and start the recording again.   Repeat as many times 
as necessary to re-enforce the "listening" instruction.

"What was the mood(music word) or feelings you heard in this song?   (happiness, joy, 

anger, frustration, determination ...)   Use the feelings to help you sing along with the CD."
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Some primary students are fortunate enough to have two music periods in a week/cycle.   
Repetition = Practice!   

"Read it again!  Sing it again!"   Children have a voracious appetite for repetition.   A second weekly 
music class is an opportunity to solidify learning with practice (a staple of all music).   The "B" lesson 
plan each week will include new activities BUT all new musical elements are introduced in the first 
weekly lesson,  AND all curriculum needs may be covered by teaching only each FIRST weekly lesson.

The 2nd music lesson("B") for the week offers ways to expand on the learning from the "A" lesson   
AND, sometimes,  additional songs to teach.   The options are outlined on the first page of the lesson 
to help you decide what to choose.   Details for how-to-teach are on the pages following the outline.

One of the most important musical things  that you can do with students in 

primary grades is to sing, sing, and then sing some more.    

 I have heard children in places as different as 
India and Equador singing "Twinkle Twinkle" 
and "The Eency Weency Spider."   Even in 
GradeThree, children will enjoy singing songs 
they learned when younger as long as the 
teacher enjoys them also.

Choose a few simple songs that you like and 
invite students to sing with you.   Don't worry 
about how they are being sung, just make 
some music together.

This is my "song bag."  I 
need someone  to reach 
in, without looking, and 
pull out a song.   

My song bag is filled with 
things to represent simple 
songs that I know.

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Alphabet Song
Do You Know the Muffin Man?
If You're Happy

The Dollar Store is a great source of inexpensive bits and pieces.

*Raid the school library for picture books with "musical" 
stories   i.e. anything with musical instruments in it or 
stories from opera or ballet. 

*Keep a few CDs in your bag  e.g.  Sharon, Lois, Bram; 
Raffi;  Disney Favourites.   If your classrooms have access 
to computer technology, try quick-time movies from 
CanDo 1 and 2 for sing a-longs.  

*Copy the words to one of the songs in the 
curriculum (you have permission to copy any or all 
of the songs in this curriculum) and ask students to 
illustrate it.   OR   Ask students to think of a 
favourite song and illustrate it.   Use the 
illustrations as part of the music bulletin board area 
under  "Guess my Song."  Even students struggling 
with reading skills will enjoy sucess reading words 
to their favourite songs.
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Two Music Lessons Per Week?   Read on ...

Only One Music Lesson Per Week?   Read on ...
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If you don't have two music periods a week, check out the options offered in the "B" lesson plans.   For 
classroom teachers, some of the workpages may be used for literacy, art, or social studies.   
Workpages  and/or ideas may also be set aside and included in plans left for substitute teachers or a 
rainy day that needs a break in routine.  Songs in the "B" lesson may be used in place of "A" lesson 
songs as long as the teaching focus from the "A" song is included.

Often the ideas in the "B" lesson give ways to extend the learning from an "A" lesson song.   
Make note of these ideas and use them in any "extra" time during the next week's music 
class.  

“Extra Time” Ideas
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C1.1song:  When I First Came to Canada
                  Bonjour Mes Amis
C1.2apply musical elements when singing/moving
 moving with the beat

element focus:  beat = steady pulse       
relearn:  conducting cues

Lesson A each week covers core material.  

Lesson B offers additional ideas for review, 
practice or enrichment.

Lesson B New Song:Lesson B New Song:    When I First Came To Canada

Grade 3 music will provide many opportunities 
for students to develop pre-literacy skills, 
including writing and reading.   Give each 
student a copy of the "covering page" for 
CanDo3 and time to add colour and other 
musical symbols/ideas.   This becomes the first 
page in a duotang of songsheets and 
workpages for each student.

Using the model in Lesson1A, practise conducting the class using Sometimes I Like to Sing  
and/or   other songs known to your class.

Music & Movement/Dance:  Music & Movement/Dance:  Bonjour Mes Amis

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Individual Work/Paper WorkIndividual Work/Paper Work

 Options for review, practice or enrichment

Outline of lesson plan

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1 Beat/Rhythm:  Echo Rhythms with Rhythm Names
     (see Lesson 1A)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review Mama Don't 'Low No Singing
Moving to the Beat

"What is it that Mama don't allow?  (Singing!)   Do we allow it?  (Yes!)   I'm the conductor in 
this song so when you stand up, show me you're ready to sing and stomp out the beat by 
focusing your eyes and ears on me.   Ready, stand up now.   (When students are quiet.)  This is 
where we start to sing, one, two ready sing ...  (Sing these words on a "G", to a steady pulse.    
Groups of people singing together need to know how fast to sing the song  (tempo) and what pitch-note to 
start singing with.   If you need help knowing what pitch-note to start singing with, play the "G" on a 
glockenspiel as you sing the conducting words.)

Help the class choose two more things "Mama 
don't allow" and sing each version keeping the 
beat in some way while singing.   

eating                pretend eat on the beat
walking              walk on the beat
clapping             clap on the beat

DD
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Reproducibles are also included in the 
digital resources as pdf files under the 
Lesson Number. 



I   CAN   DO   MUSIC!

I am a singer,  
and a composer,  
and an instrument player,  
and a band member,  
and an educated listener.

Musician’s Name  __________________________
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When   I    first    came  to   this   land,           I      was  not     Ca  -    na -di - an,

so    I       got       my - self    a     place,    'n       I     did   what    I       could.     'nd   I
                                      2.   a     school
                                      3. some work
                                      4.   a     smile
                                      5.   a     friend

1. called       my       place,                        not       en -  ough      space,
2. called       my      school,                         I'm               no         fool,
3. called       my       work,                          do                not        shirk,
4. called       my      smile,                          af  -  ter         a  -       while,
5. called       my      friend,                         jour    -        ney's       end,       

still    the   land    was     sweet   and    good,   'nd     I     did   what   I      could.

When I First Came to Canada tune: folksong
cumulative song

revised words:  LJ Clare 2007
Canada

Key D, first note do(D)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 When...

Allegro

Verse 6 Now I live in Canada, and I am Canadian,
every day I work and play, ‘n I do what I can,
Canada’s grand, my sweet land,
Canada’s grand, our sweet land.

New Song:New Song:    When I First Came To Canada

Engage students in the content of the song in a way that fits your class make-up.
 "How many of you came to Canada from another country?"
   or     "Does anyone know somebody who was born in another country?"
   or    " Has anyone here ever moved from one house/place to another?"
   or     Tell a bit about your family background.

(My mother's family came to Canada in the 1700s from Scotland 

and Norway as economic refugees.   My father's family came to 

Canada in the early 1900s to escape the class system of England.)

"What are some of the things you need to do when you are in a new 
neighbourhood or a new country?"  (find a place to live,  etc.)
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Teach the song by rote  (sing one line, students echo, etc.) or by use the echo 
mp4/teaching track available.

"This song has a special word that goes with it  "cumulative"   ---that 
means that we sing it the same way that Old MacDonald is sung.   What 
do you do when singing Old MacDonald?   (repeat all the animal sounds)   
Yes, every time a verse is added, part of the verses before are sung again.   
So the fifth verse of this song we'll sing ...  (lightly sing the repeats or say them 
in rhythm) 

called my friend - journey's end;  called my smile - after a while;  
called my work - do not shirk;  called my school - I'm no fool;  
called my place - not enough space!

a cappella
(no instruments)

songvideo
OROR
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The Pennsylvania Dutch folksong this comes from highlights the American dream.

When I first came to this land, I was not a wealthy man ...
 built myself a shack,    called my shack --break my back
 bought myself a cow,            my  cow   --no milk now
                                 horse,                             --lame of course
         ...           duck,                              --out of luck
           wife,                                --run for your life
                                 son,                                --my work's done

I revised the words to reflect current Canadian immigration themes.

after a while

do not shirk

I'm no fool

journey's end

schoolcalled my

workcalled my

smilecalled my

friendcalled my

touch one finger to the head

make a working action
--sewing, typing, shoveling?

don't smile
both hands out and upraised

clap on the rest

not enough spaceplacecalled my

bring shoulders and arms
together as if squeezing
into a space

"Good ideas.  Now, listening ears ready  ... the next song sings about 5 
important things to find or do when you start to live in a new country.  Try 
to hear and remember all 5.”
Play the mp3.

Ask:  “What were the important things to find or do from the song?”

As each is named, place it’s rhythm card on the pocket chart.

After all 5 are named, place the 2nd phrase rhythm cards on the pocket chart 
in a mixed-match order, e.g.  beside  “called my place”  put “after a while”.  
Engage the students in correcting the matches.

1. home
2. school
3. work
4. feel happy
5. friends

“The very last verse of this song is different in form from all the others.  
We’re going to sing the song, but after the “friend” verse, stop singing 
and listen to the ending.”  Sing through the song.

instrumental
track

sing-a-long track

OROR

OROR

Ask:  “What is different about the form of the last verse?”
(The last line is different,  it isn’t sung cumulatively,  the first two lines are 
different ...etc.)
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Use the phrases (as indicated by the grey lines above the words) from this song as the 
lead for students to echo.  *teacher sings the lead or use the first verse of the mp3

Sing the first verse with the mp3 instrumental music.  Repeat until class “has” it.

Now sing again, substituting greetings in different languages  
e.g.  "Hello mes amis";  
 "Guten Tag mes amis";  
 "Hola mes amis";  etc.

Phrase One Bonjour mes amis  wave with right hand while walking
Phrase Two Bonjour mes amis  wave with left hand, come to stand
                                                                          in front of one person
Phrase Three   Bonjour mes amis(3x)  shake right hands
Phrase Four Bonjour mes amis  wave goodbye

Bon - jour mes a-mis, bon-jour,            Bon-jour mes a-mis, bon - jour,             Bon-
Com-ment ça va mes  a  -   mis....  (shake hands with a partner)
Ça     va    bien   mes  a  -   mis...   (join other hands as well, and shake)
Al - lons  dans-er mes a  -   mis...   (join hands and skip))
Al - lons chant-er mes a  -   mis      (4 steps forward, then 4 steps back))
Au re-voir mes a-mis   a  -   dieu... (shake hands again and move to new partner)

jour mes a-mis,Bon-jour mes a-mis, Bon-jour mes a-mis bon-jour.          Bon-jour mes a- mis.

Bonjour Mes Amis
United States(Cajun)

folksong

Key G, first note D(low so)
a capella count-in:  1 2 3 Bon-

Allegro

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Phrase One Phrase Two

Phrase Three Phrase Four

When students have the movement pattern,  take a few moments to agree on three or 
four different languages to use in the song.   Sing each verse consecutively.   It helps to  
keep everyone on track if a quick note is make on the board of the greetings to be used.

Keep the Beat  choose 2 students to "keep the beat" during the song

                              by stamping their feet and clapping
                    *vary the "beat keepers" by choosing new students between verses

Finding a simple way to designate "beat keepers" that doesn't require sounds  e.g.  a 
light scarf draped on student shoulders, will help the flow of the dance continue.

To begin movement:   sing the song once as done during the warm-up, e.g. one phrase 
at a time.   Next sing two phrases  -  students echo.    Then everyone sings the entire 
song.

Movement

BB

Music & Movement/Dance:  Music & Movement/Dance:  Bonjour Mes Amis
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  In Primary Grades, I usually teach from a seated 
position with the children sitting on a rug in front of me.  This 
allows for movement during the lesson and a clear line of 
sight between me and the children.  Standing for periods of 
singing to encourage proper breathing is easily 
accommodated.  As I saw Ms. Reiser and Madame Matteu’s 
classes for a limited time weekly, and wanted to be able to call 
children by name, I began using a seating chart with the 
children sitting in rows.  I found this provided a simple way to 
track when children had opportunities to play instruments, be 
the conductor, etc. using simple symbols right on the seating 
plan.  Having students sit in rows provides an easy way to 
divide the class for rounds or games.   I wish I had thought of 
this when I had a school full of names to learn in a short time.
 
 Part of my practice is to include individual responses 
with echoes and flashcards in as “matter of fact” way as 
possible.      Instead of having an official testing time for “in 
tune” singing, I prefer to listen as we learn.  Often simply 
walking around during group singing provides sufficient 
information.  The seating plan gave me a way to quickly note 
when students needed individual help with pitch or rhythm, or 
were successful. The seating plan was then used as a 
reminder for report card time.  

 Now I use small stickies  – one per child, on a 
clipboard.  In this way, if children need a change of place, it is 
easily done.

Classroom Set Up

Taking Turns
Showing students how you 
keep track of who has had a 
turn will cut back on some of 
the plaintive comments of  
“I've never played that 
instrument.”

I want the children's focus to 
be on me as the conductor 
during music classes.  If I am 
using computer technology 
to display words for a song, 
then I stand beside the 
screen.  It's important to keep 
the interaction between 
singers and conductor!

When I use mp3 tracks to 
teach a song,  I want the dvd 
player beside me for quick 
stopping/starting phrases to 
be echoed.   The basic 
pattern for teaching songs to 
primary children is to have 
them listen to focus their 
attention on pitch, and then 
sing.  Teaching a song 
without putting the words 
"up," helps students develop 
listening skills.  After the initial 
teaching has been done, then 
words may be posted for 
reading.

Music is fun, and I want students to enjoy it.  I have found it's easier for everybody to enjoy when firm, clear rules are set up and 
followed   --with a very close adherence in the first few weeks.  Every teacher needs to decide what works best for them.  Some 
simple rules I use are below.

Just as everyone must 
participate in gym or 
math, so everyone will 
sing, it's part of school.

Just as people have 
e y e s / s k i n  o f  
different colours so 
people have voices 
that are different.  
E ve r y  vo i ce  i s  
welcome in music 
class.

If a student makes a sound with a 
musical instrument before instructed 
to do so, the instrument passes to 
someone else.

Instruments are only 
played by students who 
are trying to sing or 
participate with actions.

C o m p l i c a t e d  
q u e s t i o n s ,  f r o m  
students who take 
private music lessons, 
are discussed after 
music class time.

When the "stop/look at 
me" signal is given --
e v e r y t h i n g  s t o p s  
immediately. (An audible 
signal can be difficult in 
music class where sound is 
part of the lesson.  For 
group work times, flick the 
classroom lights.   Teacher 
silence and hands on the 
head  --all students 
copying, works well when 
students are gathered 
together on the carpet.)

CanDo Music 3    September    038 Lesley J Clare

Classroom Management
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MusicMusic(C)

C1.1song:   Canada Is
 gr.2 In Canada

C1.2apply musical elements while moving/singing

element focus:  rhythm=way the words go     
relearn:  dynamics;  articulation
               reading rhythms 

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1 Beat/Rhythm:    Echoing Rhythms While Walking the Beat

Begin with 2 or 3 simple rhythm patterns for students 
to echo with words and actions.

Congratulate students on how well they do this  --
too easy?  Yes!  Challenge them to stand and walk 
on the beat while they echo your rhythms.   A little 
practise ahead of class time will make this easier for 
the leader.    It may help to visualize a footprint 
where usually a heart is seen to mark the beat.  
Remember that you are learning with the students, 
and be as gentle with yourself as you are with 
students when trying out new things. 

1          2          walk 'n   listen
(keep the beat all the time)

 ta        ti - ti           ta   -       a

ti - ti       sh             ta           ta

(clap      clap-clap            circle clap)

(clap-clap   hands out      clap           clap)

ti-ti   ta    ti-ti    sh

eventually
students see
this side

teacher sees
this side

New to rhythm patterns and rhythm names?   
Before class begins choose 6-8 of the rhythm 
flashcards from gr.1-2.  Place them with the 
rhythm names up, somewhere you can easily see 
the first one.   

A clear, firm count-in on the beat sets the 
tempo/speed for the rhythm patterns.

ta-a-a-a
whole note

(extended circle clap)

ta-a-a-a
whole note

(extended circle clap)

ta
quarter note

(one clap)

sh
quarter rest
(no claps)

ta-a
half  note
(circle clap)

ti-ti
2 eighth notes
(2 quick claps)

  s
eighth rest
( no claps)

shu
half  rest
(no claps)

  ti
1eighth note 
(1 quick clap)

Mneumonic

half rest is like a hat
whole rest is like a whole
      (doughnut hole)

Rhythm Patterns/Names

1/2 beat
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Pitch:  Roller Coaster Aahs with Dynamic and Articulation  

Use your hand as the roller coaster car.  
Introduce the idea of roller coasters (go-trains that travel up and down quickly?  a ride at an exhibition?).  
"My hand is the front car on a roller coaster.   When my hand is open, it's engine sounds like this.  (Sing  
"aah" at any pitch.)   When my hand is closed, the engine stops. (Demonstrate a few times.) 

Listen to my engine sound, watch my hand and help the roller coaster warm-up.  (Sing "aah,"  open your 
hand until students join in with the sound then close your hand.  Repeat a few times.)   

When my roller coaster goes up, it's sound goes up too!  (Demonstrate with your voice.)   When my roller 
coaster goes down, it's sound goes down.  (Demonstrate.)  

Are you ready to go on a roller coaster ride with me?  Listen to the beginning sound.  Here we go ....!  
(Repeat several times.   Change the beginning pitch on repeats.  If students were not introduced to 
"Roller Coaster Aahs" in Grade 1 or 2, it may take several days of roller coaster rides before the class 
sound begins to collectively roller the coaster up and down.  This is an excellent beginning conducting 
activity for students to lead.

Roller Coaster Aahs

Begin with 2 or 3 "Aahs" following your hand as the lead (see 
below if this is a new idea).

Place a "Roller Coaster Trip"  map on the pocket chart.
(pdfs are in  Resources – WarmUps – Roller Coaster maps)

Ask:   What special instructions are given for this ride?
Repeat student answers, pointing to their matching symbols.

pp

p
mf

ff

f

pp p

f
ff

p

p

ff

p

ff
pp

legato

forte

piano

Articulation
(manner of singing)

legato
(smoothly) or  "legato"

staccato
(choppily) above or

below note

ff

mf

pp

f

Dynamics  
(volume)

double forte
forte
mezzoforte
mezzo piano
piano
double piano

mp
p

decrescendo crescendo
getting softer      getting louder

Music words often come from Italian.  
Forte = loudly, Mezzo = medium, Piano = softly

If you, or the students are new to these musical 
terms, not to worry  ---more review/learning 
practise through September-October.

Take students on a roller coaster ride following your hand.

Repeat 2 or 3 times.
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Project or post the written music for Part A of this song on the pocket 
chart .   (Pdfs for written music are in the song folder.   Print on 8.5 x 11 
paper and tape.)

"Written music provides information about the songs we sing.   
Look at this music.   When you think you know something about 
the song, put your hand up."   (Take answers and point out where 
the information is found.)

"What is the song about?"

Remind students that when rhythm patterns are put on staff lines, 
noteheads (the ovals) are added to lines.   "Hands up when you 
know a word that is under a "ta"  ...   under a  "ti-ti"   ...   words 
that are under 3 "ta"s in a row."

"Wait for the count-in, then read the rhythm names of the notes, 
and clap them as you say them."

Give the count-in again and lead students in reading the words in the 
rhythm of the song.    If this is difficult, ask half the class to think the 
rhythm names and clap while the other half of the class reads the 
words.  Reverse.

Teach the melody by rote  (leader sings one line, group echoes).

This song has a learning track that uses the rote method.

Give a clear count-in  ---students sing the song without musical 
accompaniment or the teacher's voice helping.    Student voices will 
develop faster if given many opportunities to sing on their own.
Congratulate the class on learning a new song.

Key F, first note F(do)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 One...

campsong
arr and words: LJ Clare 2014

Canada

  Ca   -   na  -       da   is     my    coun  -  try,        my     coun -  try,       my    coun -  try.
(Don't    try   to guess where  I       was    born,       I        was    born,      I       was     born,)

   Ca  -   na   -      da  is     my     coun -  try,     I'm   Ca - na-di -an       eh!.
(Don't    try   to guess where I       was   born,     I'm  Ca - na-di - an       now.)

Andante

Canada Is

ta       ti  -    ti    ti  -  ti       ta         ta        ta           ta         ta         ta          ta         ta        ta

ta        ti  -  ti    ti  -  ti        ta       ta        ta         ti -  ti       ti  -  ti   ta           ta       sh      sh
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Practice and Review  Practice and Review  Reading Rhythms in Written Music

New Song:New Song:    Canada Is  Part A

composer

tempo/speed

how to count-in

country of origin

words of the song

title

rhythm

meter(# of beats in a bar)

beginning note name

melody of the song

A --Canada Is

OR

OR



       
Ho  - ckey   is     a    game we play,      a     game we play,    a    game we play,
(We     are    all    Ca - na - di - ans,       Ca -  na -di - ans,       Ca  - na-di - ans,     )

 
Ho   -  ckey    is      a      game we play,         out      on       the        street.
(We       are    all     Ca - na - di - ans,           that's  what     we         are!)

Roots of this melody may be traced back to Lieber Augustin  a song of hope connected with a plague in 
Vienna in 1679.   It has taken on multiple forms since then  --a Dutch Sinterklaas song, a Three 
Stooges skit, Demark's Hans Christian Anderson used it in The Swineherd (1841).   Careful listening 
will find its echos even in Blood, Sweat and Tear's music.   The origin of the version used here comes 
from the Scouting movement.

Ma  -    ple    leaf,     Ma  -    ple     leaf,    Maple    Maple    Maple       leaf.

Ma  -    ple   leaf,    Ma  -    ple   leaf,     Ma   -    ple      leaf        Ma -   ple      leaf,

"This song has three parts  --we've learned Part A.   Now its time to learn B and C."  Teach B and C 
simply by using the rote method (without written music).  An mp3 is available to take the lead if needed.
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Continue New Song:Continue New Song:    Canada Is  Parts B and C

Canada Is My Country.

Hockey is a game...

Maple leaf ...

Play

with the

Song

Parts

To help students get ready to sing this 
song as a round  or   as partner 
songs,  make simple cards as seen at 
the right.     All the parts are 
interchangeable.,  Count in and sing 
“Part A”, then use the cards to show 
students which part they are to sing 
next  (whole class activity at this 
time).

OR

OR

Beavers, beavers, beavers, beavers,
Beavers, beaver,    beavers work hard!

Moose,   moose,   moose,   moose
Moose,   moose,   moose and a goose

alternate words



Time to get up and moving around.   Movement is woven 
through music, an integral part of music.   Today, as last week, 
the emphasis is on finding and keeping the beat.

walking
stomping
tip toes

"Remember "Mama" from last week?   Here's the note we start singing 
on  (sing or play a "G").   One, two, ready let's, sing ...  "Mama don't 'low no 
singing..."

"Excellent singing  (if it wasn't, try the song again)!  This week Mama don't 
want anybody walking or running or  ...   What are some other good 
moving words?"   (Take 4 or 5 ideas.   Choose 3 ideas that lend themselves to beat 
moving.)

"Music moving needs to be respectful of others.   Two rules for moving:  
Number One:   try to keep an empty space around you.  
Number Two:   stay where I can see you in the classroom.     

When I say "Go" find a good beginning place for moving and put your 
hands on your heads so I know you're ready.  This is music moving time, 
not chatting time so if I hear talking, everyone will need to come back to 
the mat and begin again.   Any questions?  Go."  (These are my rules for 
music moving --whatever rules you have, be sure to abide by them gently but firmly.   
Clear, firm rules in music class will make it easier to include movement.)

"I like the way  (name a child) is standing ready.   First time we sing 
"Mama" we'll walk,  then we'll stomp, and finally we'll tiptoe  --all to the 
beat.   Ready?  (Step with your feet as you do the count-in.)  One, two, ready, 
sing ..."

"Listen to this song.   If you know it, you may sing  long.  When you feel 
the beat, clap with it.”
   
Play a recorded song either from gr 1 or 2 curriculum or a favourite mp3.   When 
at least half of the students are clapping with the beat, stop the song.   
Challenge students to move their arms and hands in new ways, to the beat when 
you begin the music again.   Play 30-45 seconds of the music.   When the music 
stops, comment on a student who was using their arms and hands in an 
interesting way.   This time when the music begins, all students are to copy that 
student.

Repeat Step 5 using a different song.   Challenge students to move with their 
feet this time.

waddling
skating
hopping
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Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

1.1.

2.2.

3.3.

4.4.

5.5.

6.6.

Exploring Music

A Round:   2 or more groups of people sing the song,
                 beginning at different times

Partner Songs:  2 or more songs that may be 
                        sung at the same time to harmonize

Singing Rounds and Partner Songs 
are a beginning step to developing 
the ability to sing harmony.



In Canada? campsong
new words: LJ Clare

2011

Key G, first note D(low so)
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,1,Down...

In    Ca - na  - da_______, where map-le leaves grow_____,     a -  way   up

north____,   I   want  to     go_______,  and when   I         do______,    a   Moun-tie will

say,           "Did you ev-er  see a  loon,    sing-ing a  tune,     in     Ca - na -   da?"
                "Did you ev-er  see a beaver,    try-in'  to leave here, in Ca - na -   da?"
                "Did you ev-er  see a polarbear, hid'in' o-ver there, in   Ca - na -    da?"
                "Did you ev-er  see a moose, dan-cin' with a goose, in  Ca - na -   da?" EH!

Sing, Sing, Sing!Sing, Sing, Sing!
Use whatever time is left in music today to sing songs 
done last week and maybe a few old favourites.

Sometimes I Like to Sing
(and Sometimes I Do Not!)

When I First Came to Canada

Bonjour Mes AmisIn Canada Introduced in CanDo2, this song has 
Canadian words for "Down by the Bay".   

Play one verse of videosong or singalong version.  
Challenge students remember all the "Canadian" 
things they hear.

If the song is new to the majority of your class ...

Name the "Canadian" things that were heard.   Ask if 
anyone knows another song that sounds a bit like this 
one?  (Down by the Bay)

Say the rhyming couplets with students echoing.

Invite students to sing-a-long with the audio or video.

Class makes up their own Canadian verses to add to 
the song.
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Lesson A each week covers core material.  

Lesson B offers additional ideas for review, 
practice or enrichment.

Clapping Game:Clapping Game:    To Re-enforce Keeping the Beat

Project or post the music for any short song.  Following the 
questions on the work page, explore and name information given 
in written music.

Give out copies of the work page.
Students individually names the information in written music as 
seen on the printed song.

Allow time for students to self-correct the work page.  Add it to the 
music duotang.

Individual Work/Paper WorkIndividual Work/Paper Work

 Options for review, practice or enrichment

Outline of lesson plan

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

Practice and Review   Practice and Review   Don't Try to Guess

AA

BB
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C1.1song:   gr. 2 Lukey's Boat
        gr. 2 A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea
  
C1.2apply musical elements while moving/singing

element focus:  rhythm=way the words go     
relearn:  dynamics;  articulation;
                reading rhythms 

Beat/Rhythm:  Echoing Rhythms While Walking the Beat

Roller Coaster Aahs with Dynamic and Articulation Cues

Repeat the warm-
ups from this week's 
first lesson.

"Don't try to guess where I was born!   How many parts does this song have?  (three)   Put 
your thinking caps on  ...  What are the first lines of the other two parts?"  ("We are all 
Canadians"  and  "One Canadian, two Canadians...)  

"Good remembering!   Here's the written music for the first part.   Let's see if the class can 
name 10  things this music tells us about the song.  Hands up when you know one."   (As 
students name information, I point to it on the written music, and then count off on my fingers.)

Decide on an order to sing the three parts today.  Sing or play a "G" while giving the count-in:  One, 
ready, sing...

Pocket Chart Reading Rhythm Practise:Pocket Chart Reading Rhythm Practise:    

11

22

33

2

Remembered Song:  A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea

Remembered Song:  Lukey’s Boat (Canadian Classic)

tempo/speed

country of origin

title

first note pitch

02

= = =ta a quarter note

= = =ti-ti  2  eighth notes

shu a quarter rest= = =

rhythm
symbol

rhythm
sound

music
writing names

1.  Print a word that is under a quarter note.    

2.  Print a word that is under “ti-ti”.

3.  Print a word that is under a “ta”.

4.  Print a word that comes before a quarter rest.

Musician’s Name  __________________________

When you are finished, pair and share your answers.   Make corrections if needed.
Practice reading and clapping  the rhythm symbols with the partner.

Canada
L J Clare

2010

Key C, first note so(G) pentatonic
A cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,Red...

In the   park and  in  the   street           ev-’ry-where I   put  my   feet.

Red,     or-ange  yel-low, brown,     leaves   are        fal-ling down,

Red, Orange, Yellow, Brown

allegro

Find and print the music information from “Red, Orange, Yellow, Brown”.



tempo/speed

country of origin

title

first note pitch

02

= = =ta a quarter note

= = =ti-ti  2  eighth notes

shu a quarter rest= = =

rhythm
symbol

rhythm
sound

music
writing names

1.  Print a word that is under a quarter note.    

2.  Print a word that is under “ti-ti”.

3.  Print a word that is under a “ta”.

4.  Print a word that comes before a quarter rest.

Musician’s Name  __________________________

When you are finished, pair and share your answers.   Make corrections if needed.
Practice reading and clapping  the rhythm symbols with the partner.

Canada
L J Clare

2010

Key C, first note so(G) pentatonic
A cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,Red...

In the   park and  in  the   street           ev-’ry-where I   put  my   feet.

Red,     or-ange  yel-low, brown,     leaves   are        fal-ling down,

Red, Orange, Yellow, Brown

allegro

Find and print the music information from “Red, Orange, Yellow, Brown”.



Clapping Game:Clapping Game:    To Re-enforce Keeping the Beat
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see  what  he   could     see,   see,   see,   but     all      that   he   could

A          sail   -   or      went     to          sea,     sea,   sea,      To

see,  see,  see was the  bottom of the deep blue   sea,  sea,  sea.

A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea
North American

folksong
arr:  LJ Clare

Key C, first note G, 
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3, A sailor...

Presto

1.

When this song was introduced in Can Do 1, the focus was on singing, with a simple clapping 
pattern added for fun.  Now, in Can Do 3, the focus is on a more complicated clapping 
pattern/game.  If students are unfamiliar with the song, then use the mp3.  Over repetitions, the 
song will be learned by “immersion”.  In today’s lesson, focus on the clapping pattern.

Clapping games are part of children’s play around the world.

Song:  A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea  (traditional)
  or     A Sailor Went to See, See, See

Invite a student forward to be your partner.  There are four phrases in the song  
--each one has the same pattern.   Teach the clapping pattern by 
demonstrating it while saying: "clap across clap across 1 2 3. "
 
For the first time, all students face the teacher and "partner" with her/him.  
Play the m3 track and everyone does the clapping pattern.  

Ask students to sit "knee to knee" with a partner.  Play the song  again with 
students doing the clapping pattern.

Time to add some movement.   Everyone stands facing a partner.   On the 
interludes between the verses, people need to find another partner.   Teacher 
may "tag" students who do not find a partner in time, and they sit out.   The 
class attempts to keep the game going as long as possible to make it co-
operative.  Count the number of verses needed to get everyone out and 
remember it for the next time to see if the class can beat their record. 

Recess Variation:   Students partner and increase the tempo/speed with 
each succeeding verse.   Student who misses the clapping pattern is "out".

*Before class, practice the clapping pattern until it becomes easy!

clap     cross    clap    cross         1          2       3

clap  cross  clap  cross       1        2       3               clap    cross   clap  cross

   1      2      3                 clap     cross   clap cross      1     2       3

clap  -   cross
              right

clap  -   cross
              left

1      2      3

Verse 1: salute
Verse 2: clap
Verse 3: touch knees
Verse 4; all above

on 1  2  3

cross right
= clap partner’s
    right hand

Verse 1:  
      to sea

  Verse 2:
     to dis, dis, dis

  Verse 3:
     to knee

 Verse 4:
     to see dis-knee 



Things to catch in the nets are on the small flashcards.  
Place enough of the flashcards on the pocket chart to give 
a choice and then Invite students to go fishing with Lukey 
and "fill" each of the fishing nets.  

Students choose flashcards to put on each line.  When the 
line is nearly full, point out to students that the cards need 
to fit in the space allowed or the nets will tear!   (If only 1 
beat is left in a line, then a 1 beat word must be chosen.)  

When both lines are full, guide children through saying the 
time names/clapping, and then reading the words and 
clapping the rhythm for the phrase.   Once the new lines 
have been practised, say the entire chant.

Set up the pocket chart as shown  --”Resources” – 
“Flashcards”  – “Fish Set”   and  “Lukey’s Boat”.

 Read the words of the chant to the rhythm given.   Leave 
silence for the blank lines, perhaps mouthing (using the 
mouth as if speaking but with no sound) a count for each 
line of "one, two, three, four."   Try it again, this time 
clapping the rhythm as it is read.  Give a clear count-in:  
one, two, ready, read ...

If a student asks, the rhythm symbol over the word "riddle" 
is said  "tika-ti."   Congratulate the student for noticing  ---
this rhythm is part of Can Do Music 3..

3.

1.

2.

lots of lobster

fish seaweed shells

morehermit    crab crab

octopus

c. Clare 2010  

day.
c. ljc 2010  

ha me  riddle i 

c. ljc 2010  

Lukey's going
c. ljc 2010  

fishing soon

c. Clare 2010  

Fill his nets un-
c. ljc 2010  

-der the moon a-

Instead of placing all the 
possibilities on the pocket chart, 
choose a subset and include 
duplicates  --it will make for a 
more musical chant.

one       two    ready    read

Samples
of lines
that could
fill the fish nets.

more

whale

hermit    crab

starfish

octopus

seaweed

jellyfish

sea turtle

lobster

fish

lots of

seahorse

shells

crab

"Whales" come in three sizes  ---
small (only takes 1 beat to say = ta);  
medium(2 beats) = ta-a
and large(4 beats) = ta-a-a-aP
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Pocket Chart Composition:    Pocket Chart Composition:    Filling Lukey’s Nets
For more information about Pocket Chart Composition, see pages xxx  and xxx, or look up “Resources”  – 

“Composition”  – “how-tos”  or  “sample”.  Yes, this is a way to teach fractions!

picture cards/word cards/symbol cards
All need to be sized to show the mathematical relationship.
Ensure that when copying the pdfs, sizes are not changed.



Lukey's Boat Canada
Newfoundland

Virtue Marie Hann
prior to 1929

Key  G. first note D(low so)
a cappella count in 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,O Lukey's ...

1.    O        Lu - key's boat    is        paint-ed  green   A-
2.    O        Lu -  key   he   sailed    down the shore   A-

G

ha,            me       b’ys.          O        Lu - key's boat    is     paint-ed green,   The
ha,            me       b’ys.          O        Lu - key   he   sailed   down the   shore  To

GD7

pret-tiest boat you've  ev  - er    seen,  A  -    ha,   me   rid-dle i        day!
catch some fish from Lab -  ra -  dor    A -     ha,   me   rid-dle i        day!

G D7D G

O Lukey's rolling out his grub, aha, me b’ys
O Lukey's rolling out his grub
A barrel, a bag and a ten pound tub
Aha me riddle i day

"I think," says Lukey, "I'll make her bigger," aha me b’ys
"I think," says Lukey, "I'll make her bigger
I'll load her down with a one claw jigger"
Aha me riddle I day

3.

4.

If students have not learned this Canadian folksong in Grades 1 or 2, add it to their repertoire now.    
Explore how fishing for a living is different from fishing for fun.   Show where Newfoundland is on a map 
of Canada and tell the story about this song's composer and the original Lukey.   Extra ideas for teaching 
may be found in the Lukey's Boat folder.

If students learned Lukey's Boat in Grades 1 or 2,  
invite them to sing-a-long with the audio or video 
versions of this song.   
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Just for Fun:    Just for Fun:    Sing/Watch the Mp4 of “Lukey’s Boat”

The count-in for this song is  One 2 3 4 One 2 3 “O” and on the next note with the word “Lu” take both hands, 
reach down and on “key’s boat is” reach up as if pulling a net out of the water.  Repeat this on “paint” reach down, 
“ed green” pull the net up.   It's important that the net pulling match the words as this helps to give the feeling of 
singing with an accent on the first beat of each bar/measure.  Modelling the accented beat this way will give 
children practice, and an opportunity to integrate the learning without explanation.   This is learning with the right 
side of the brain  --no wordy reasons need to be given.



Pocket charts are low-tech smart boards with many advantages.   They work without an IT department.   Pocket 
charts are affordable and easy to transport.  They rarely break down   AND   moving around pictures or small 
items on a pocket chart comes closer to manipulating real concrete objects, which is a known plus for primary 
learners.  

With a pocket chart, teacher and students can compose lines to be read, and eventually simple chant/songs.   
An alternative method would be to use magnets to hold cards on a white board (although the presence of  lines 
on the chart keeps everything easy to follow).   

CanDo 1,2 and 3 use pocket charts extensively.   The following is a basic introduction  ---ideas will be added 
throughout the lessons.   

While students are watching, 
place 4 cards on each of 4 lines  -
-the blank cards may be used 
anywhere except in the first 
place of each line (too difficult 
for beginners).   Limit the variety 
of cards used for the first few 
days to keep the activity simple.  
A blank card is "read" by putting 
a finger in front of the mouth   or    
using the sound "sh" as has been 
done in the rhythm echos.  

Setting Up the PocketChart
Place "beat keepers-hearts" on the top line.  

At the beginning of the year, 
leave the "hearts" exposed on the 
top line of the pocket chart when 
building rhythm phrases. Yum!

Read:  apple    pie         x       Yum!
            2 claps  1 clap    x      1 clap

The first beat in every bar is "a little bit longer and a little bit 
stronger" so on the "beat keepers" this heart is coloured differently.  

pumpkins apples Yum   Yum

pumpkin   pie    apple    pie

    red    apples  green apples

   I          like         x      apples!

Yum! Yum!

red green

I like

like Yum!orange

Place music word cards to be used 
near the bottom of the pocket 
chart.

Pocket chart word cards fill the space needed for their beats,  e.g.  
if you want to say  "Yum" and draw it out as  "Yuuum" then it needs 
to be the same size as 2 beat/hearts.  When the card "Yum" covers 
only 1 heart, then it is said quickly.  In Grade One, all rhythm 
symbols used cover only 1 beat/heart.

Composing/Building Word Phrases

silence
rest
"sh"

1 bar of 4 beats

1 bar of 8 beats

2 bars of 3 beats each

CanDo Music 3    September    038 Lesley J Clare
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(Teacher points along the rows of apple cards, 
keeping a steady beat, teacher and class,
 or class reads.)
apple      apple       one          apple

apple      ------       apple       apple

one         apple       one           apple

apple      ------       apple        apple

like

Yum!

orange

Yum!

red

Reading the Compositions

Critical Thinking for Composers/Readers

Arrange the Composition 

Remember  --the beat just keeps going and going.  Resist the temptation to slow down if students lag 

behind.  Comment how reading music is more challenging than reading English because the beat doesn't 
wait for anyone.   If students do not know one of the words, encourage them to listen and catch up with the 
group.

(Teacher says the "Count-In" to set the speed/tempo.)

One       Two        Ready       Go

If only two lines could be included in the composition, which two would we use?  
Why?

Is there a line that needs changing?  What change?  Why?

Appoint a few students as music adjudicators (judges).  Have the adjudicators 
stand at a distance.   Class reads the piece again.  Adjudicators say 2 things they 
liked about the performance and 1 thing that needs work.

Provide opportunities for students to take the various roles in this activity;

    composer:   building the word phrases

    conductor:   giving the count-in and leading the reading

A

B

Form  Label each of the lines with 

a letter.  Choose a form for the 
composition and try it out.  Change 
the form, try it again.  Which one do 
students prefer?  Why?

Dynamics  Are there places in 

the composition when the dynamics 
could change (louder or softer)?  
Add the dynamic cards to show the 
changes.   Try several variations.   
Which one is preferred?   Why?

Tempo  Choose a tempo for the 

composition.  The tempo card goes 
on the top line with the beat 
keepers/hearts.

A BAA

BABA

presto

andante

allegro

pianoforte

ff
pp

CanDo Music 3    September    038 Lesley J Clare
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CanDo Music 3    September    038 Lesley J Clare

Every conductor finds their own way to begin a song.  You need to find what works for you.  Before 
a song begins, there needs to be a way to set the tempo/speed  and to hear the pitch (beginning 
note). So simply counting "1 2 3 4" and expecting  the sound to come out as song doesn't work well. 

"A Cappella" is music talk 
for singing without instruments playing.

Lukey's Boat
Key  G. first note D(low so)
a cappella count in 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,O Lukey's ...

G
C D E F

C D E F A B
G

Play the "D" as you count in your mind "1 2 3 4 1 2 3 
Listening for one note

Listening with two notes

then begin singing as Lukey's Boat begins on the 
last note --beat 4 of a bar.

Sing/play the first note of the song,
then,   play the first note(D)  and the name of the key(G) together,
          as you count in your mind   “1 2 3 4 1 2 3
and then begin singing Lukey’s Boat

Starting a song that DOESN’T begin on the first beat of a bar

If recorded music is used, then the song has an introduction 
with instruments that sets both the beat and the pitch and has 
a "build-in" way to begin singing.

If you are singing without recordings (preferred) then

for pitch:  use a glockenspiel, portable keyboard or find an app that mimics a piano
                (pitch pipes seem to have gone out of fashion but still work well)
The alphabet name of the first note for every song is printed at the top of the music.

for beat:  conduct with a hand, tap a toe, use your shoulders/elbows
                 find a way that suits you/students to set a steady beat for the count-in

In most primary songs, the singing begins on the first note of a bar.

The time signature is printed on the first line of written music.
The number on top is the number of beat in a bar.
The number on the bottom is the kind of note that gets a beat.

2 beats in a bar

a 1/4 or quarter note gets a beat

for example

Play the first note/pitch of the song as you give the count-in  
         (also printed on the music), 
using your shoulders/elbows as visual conducting cues.

Starting a Song & Singing Together

027
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C1.1   song:  Ickle Ockle

C1.2   apply musical elements while moving/singing

C1.5   demonstrate understanding of notation

Body:  Stretches (while standing)

Making music is a physical activity.   Lungs, diaphragm, mouth, posture, fitness, muscles, 
body tension  ---all contribute directly to voice production.  Playing instruments requires 
physical co-ordination and stamina.  Often when students are having difficulty with pitch or 
rhythm, a quick "physical" stretch or change will remedy the challenge.  Remind students 
that athletes warm their bodies up for sports, and musicians warm their bodies 
and voices up for making music.

Lead students in this or another stretching activity.

Stretch one hand up very, very high ...  now let it go.
Stretch the other hand up very, very high  ... now let it go.
Stretch your toes down low into the floor  ...  now let them go.
Move your head one way,    now the other (stretching neck).
Pull your shoulders up to your ears, hold them, now let them go.
Once again,  pull your shoulders up to your ears, hold them, and let them go.
Breathe in through your nose,  and gently out through your mouth.
Again,  breathe in through your nose and gently out through your mouth.
Very quietly, very gently, give your body a small, small shake.
Without making a sound, sit down.

Pitch:  Hellos     or     Bonjour Mes Amis

Review/RelearnReview/Relearn    Reading Rhythm and Singing Solfa

                                        New Song:  Ickle Ockle

Simple songs are helpful when reviewing basic concepts.   Ickle Ockle combines the 
fun of nonsense words with a simple game.   Students in Grade Three are beginning 
to be able to manipulate abstract ideas, but, it is still easiest for them to focus on one 
idea at a time.   Expand their concepts by exploring the relationship between ideas.  
Today by using multiple forms of Ickle Ockle as written music, students will be 
encouraged to see the relationships between beat, rhythm and pitch.

The visuals needed for this lesson may be printed from pdfs
    OR  projected from "jpeg" files.

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

2

V
“Hellos” is an mp3/mp4 warm-up.  A lead voice sings, students echo.

If “Bonjour Mes Amis” was learned in the last lesson,  sing it as a warm-up.

OROR



Display the music which shows the 
words on the beat symbol(fish instead 
of hearts).   Give a clear count-in:  1  2  
ready  read, and guide students in 
reading the words, keeping the beat.

"Ickle Ockle  ---can you say 'ickle 
ockle' three times in a row?  Let's 
try.   Ickle Ockle   Ickle Ockle   
Ickle Ockle.  (Enjoy the moment.)   
So what does it mean, ickle ockle?   
I don't know.  Maybe we can figure 
out when we learn the song that 
goes with it?"

"Hmm,  well done.   Now I'm going 
to change the tempo  --let's try 
andante."  (Give a clear count-in at a 
much slower speed.   Pointing to each 
fish as students read will help to keep 
them together at this slower tempo.)  
"Good Work!   Hands up if you 
know the name of another tempo 
we could try."  (Students who take 
private music lessons may come up 
with several possibilities.   Hopefully a 
few of the students will remember the 
music words used in Grades 1 and/or 
2  -presto(quickly;  allegro(lively).   Try 
out at least one more tempo named.)

(Post the music which shows rhythm 
symbols/fish and the words under the 
first display.)   "This is another way 
to write music for Ickle Ockle.    
Ready to read it.   Wait for the 
count-in."

"Look at these two different papers.   How are they the same or different."   (Engage 
students in comparing showing the beat versus showing the rhythm in  the music for Ickle Ockle.)
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fish - es      in   the        sea

If    you  want  to     catch  a         fish

just          choose          me

Ick - le      ock - le       blue        bot - tle

fish - es      in   the        sea

If    you   want  to     catch a         fish

just          choose          me

Ick - le      ock - le       blue        bot - tle

Critical Analysis/Thought

Beat

Rhythm



Key G, first note D(so)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,1,2,Ha...

On the glockenspiel, find a bar with the letter "D".  Play it and 
then sing it gently using the first word of the song "Ha."   
Beginning to sing a song without listening to the first note 

The songs are written to be sung in a range that "works" with 
Grade One children.  Adults may find some of the notes a bit 
high for singing, however, it is impossible for children to 
develop good singing voices if they are always singing "down 

G
C D E F

C D E F
A B

G

Why are CanDo Songs Pitched sooo High? Answer:  They Aren’t!

"And here's another way to write 
the music for Ickle Ockle.  What do 
you think this music shows that is 
new?"  (pitch, melody, tune)  "Good 
thinking.  
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Pitch/Melody/Tune

Review/Relearn  SolfaReview/Relearn  Solfa    do re mi so la
The next steps use solfa to learn the melody of the song.  If 
using “Solfa” is new to you, read on for teacher 
information.

Do, re, mi is for singers.
A,  B,   C        is for instrument players.
1,  2,   3         is for everyone.

Do   re   mi   fa    so   la   ti   Do(high)
C     D    E     F     G    A   B    C(high)
1      2    3     4    5     6   7    8

The musical alphabet only has 7 letters:  ABCDEFG.
It goes forward and backward:  GFEDCBA, because 
music pitch goes up and down.

Music has 3 written languages.

Lesson continues after
teacher information on Solfa.

Ick - le  ock - le   blue     bot - tle

fish - es   in the    sea

just    choose        me

If  you want to catch a      fish

so    so     la    la         so           mi    mi

so     so     la     la        so

so   so    la    la        so   so          mi

so             so              doh
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Basic Solfa Information 

Zoltan Kodaly(Hungary) used ideas he found in a visit to England (Sarah Glover, John Curwen) to 
develop a systematic way to teach music to children.  His work through the 1930s-50s is one base in  
musical pedagogy for young children.  The handsigns used as a visual aid to singing have been found to 
have a connection to engaging both sides of the brain in learning music.

Songs are written in different Keys.   The name of the Key tells 
where "do" lives for the song.   

Why isn't every song in the Key of C (or A  or  F)?   
Wouldn't it be easier if every song were in the Key of C?

Well, try playing a "C" on the glockenspiel.   Now, using that pitch 
as the first note, sing "Frère Jacques."     Many people find it 
comfortable/easy to sing Frère Jacques when they start on "C."  
BUT, some people have higher voices.   Play a "G" on the 
glockenspiel and then sing Frère Jacques using the "G" as the 
beginning note.   Was it too high?     Try again using "F" as the 
beginning note.   

Singers need to find a place to sing songs that accommodates the 
pitch of their voices.   Solfa focuses on the spaces, the intervals 
between notes which makes it easy to change Key.     

History of Using Hand Signs for Solfa 

There is a mind-body connection that helps the voice to follow pitch when 
the position of hands change with the pitch.

do

ti

la

so

fa

mi

re

do

Key C

C

D

E

F

G

A

B

C

Solfa is for singers     what     the musical alphabet is for instrumentalists.

Every note in a scale has a handsign.  After a year of 

teaching music, I could use them all easily because I used 

them most days with at least 4 classes.   If you're not 

teaching music all day it may take a while, but practise with 

your students and you'll conquer the ones used in this grade.

Learning
Songs
Primary

Rote
Listen to a 
smal l  part ,  
echo, listen, 
echo, etc.

Immersion
Listen to song 
several times, 
t h e n  s i n g  
along.

Reading
Begin with the 
written music 
learning first 
the rhythm, 
and then the 
pitch/melody.
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Teaching “Ickle Ockle” continues ...Teaching “Ickle Ockle” continues ...
"There's one more paper with Ickle Ockle.   What do you think will be on this paper?  (staff 

lines, notes)  Good guessing. (Display the music for Ickle Ockle.) 

Ick - le  ock - le   blue     bot - tle

fish - es   in the    sea

just    choose        me

If  you want to catch a      fish

Staff Lines Standard Music Notation

Ickle Ockle

Ick-le ock-le blue  bot-tle, 

If you want to catch a fish, 

 fish-es in the sea,

  just  choose me.

Counting-Out Song
Traditional

arr: LJ Clare

Key C, first note so(G)
a cappella count-in: 1 2 1 2 Ickle...

“Now some of you might remember how to read the solfa from music last year.  But its 
always a good idea to do a little warm-up before singing.”

Either play the mp4  “Ickle Ockle Solfa Warm-Up” which guides singers through 
the steps of singing and reading basic solfa.

Or lead a simple  “so-mi-la-do” warm-up in the Key of C with handsigns, 
talking through what you are doing and encouraging students to echo 
you with voices and handsigns.   Then, pointing to the written music 
remind students that when “so” is on a line, then “mi” and “do” are also 
on lines, and show them how “la” is a little above/higher  than “so”.

 MP4 MP4

Check out
the

Again, either using the mp4  “Ickle Ockle Singing Solfa”
              or    guiding students to sing the solfa by reading the written music posted,
learn the melody for Ickle Ockle.

And now, time for the Ickle Ockle Game!
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Ick  -  le     ock -  le    blue         bot - tle,        fish - es    in     the    sea,

If        you    want      to     catch      a      fish,               just       choose    me!

Ickle  Ockle
Counting-Out Song

Traditional
arr: LJ Clare

Key C, first note so(G)
a cappella count-in: 1 2 3 4 Ickle...

s        s       l        l        s             m     m        s        s      l        l        s

s        s         l          l          s         s         m                s             s           d

As the song was introduced wondering about the words “ickle ockle”  before getting into the game 
which follows, spend a few minutes with students wondering what the words "Ickle Ockle" mean, if 
they mean anything!

There are several variations of 
a game played with this rhyme.  
Choose the one you think 
would work best with your 
class.

Formation:  partners facing each other
Sing and clap the beat, one hand at a time, on partner's 
hands.   At the end of the song,  everyone sings  "1 2 3 4 5 
6 7 8" on a G and seeks out another partner.   The 
challenge is for everyone to be ready to begin again 
immediately after the "8".   

Formation:  circle, one student in centre,
                   rest of students with partner
Partners hold hands and walk around the circle while 
singing.   At the end of the song, everyone  drops hands 
and must find a new partner.   The one in the centre now 
has an opportunity to take a partner.   Game continues.

Formation:    circle, one student in the middle
Everyone sings the song while holding hands and moving 
to the right.  Immediately at the end of the song, everyone 
stops and faces the centre.  The student in the middle 
points to another student.  This student sings:  My name is  
mmmmmm  (so-mi-la-so-mi).    Everyone sings:  
Her/His name is  mmmmm.  Student in the middle 
changes places with the named student.   Continue, 
singing the song first each time.

Ickle Ockle Game



andante

allegro

presto

lively

slowly

quickly
Give students an opportunity to choose a song from the 
repertoire,  "just for fun." 
 
Ask for a tempo to go with the song and then sing.

Challenge students to name five songs they have sung in 
music class this semester.    Print the name of each song 
named on a piece of chart paper. 

"Musicians have a repertoire.  (Print the word "repertoire" 
at the top of the list.)  This is our repertoire.   Every time 
we learn a new song, its name will go here to help us 
remember as the year goes on.   Are there any other 
songs we need to put on the list now?"  

Repertoire TrackingRepertoire Tracking
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Today’s New RepertoireToday’s New Repertoire

Today begin creation of a poster that will show songs learned during music this year.  It has several 
functions.  It’s a quick glance, visual reminder for both teacher and students of repertoire.  It’s a 
reference for exploring genres, place of origin and subject areas of songs.  It can also be a simple 
“music” bulletin board statement that says  “Here we sing!”

Ickle Ockle

Mama Don’t Allow
Head and Shoulders
The Alphabet Song
Bonjour Mes Amis
When I First Came To Canada
We Are All Canadians
Lukey’s Boat
A Sailor Went to Sea

If you are using recorded music to sing with,  occasionally begin the song, then 
turn the volume on the song down gradually til its inaudible.  If you are teaching 
songs using your voice, begin singing with children, but then stop and let 
students continue.  It is important for your class to sing without your voice  
---in this way they learn to listen to themselves, and will become 
independent singers.   The class may need your help once or twice as they 
sing  ---but as much as possible, have them sing without you!

(This will also help save your voice for other times.)



03Musician’s Name  __________________________

so

do
mi

laso

This note is ON a line.
This note is IN a space.

Circle the correct answer for this song.

      

so

do

mi

la

 is on a line     is in a space

 is on a line     is in a space

 is on a line     is in a space

 is on a line     is in a space

Ickle Ockle
Key C, first note G(so)

Ick-le ock-le blue  bot-tle,  fish-es in the sea,

If you want to catch a fish,  just  choose me.

Counting Game

__   __   __   __   ___   __  __      __  __    __   __   ___

__  __     __   __   __   __    __     ___     ___     ___

Use a “d” for “do”.
Use a “m” for “mi”.
Use a “s”  for  “so”.
Use a “l”   for “la”.

Fill in the missing solfa above each note.

s

m

l

l

s

s

Now try making the handsigns while you quietly sing the solfa.

do

la

so

mi

re

do

Connect the solfa
with its handsign.
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New Song:New Song:    Oh My Aunt Came Back

Individual Work/Paper WorkIndividual Work/Paper Work

 Options for review, practice or enrichment

Outline of lesson plan

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

AA

BB

CC

Pocket Chart Coducting Practise:Pocket Chart Coducting Practise:    

2

C1.1   song:  Oh My Aunt Came Back

C1.2   apply musical elements while moving/singing

C1.5   demonstrate understanding of notation

element focus:  differentiating beat/rhythm    
relearn:  tempo, solfa (d r m s l d)

Explore the world with a traveling aunt,  singing and silly cumulative 
actions.   The instruments used in the accompaniment tracks are 
from the countries named.

With the class watching, create 2 4-heart lines on the pocket chart.  
(See Lesson 2B.)   Model  how to conduct the chant  e.g.  give a clear 
count-in of 1  2  ready  read...  and  follow the hearts using a pointer.

Invite a student to come forward and be the composer-conductor.   
Repeat several times.

Body:  Stretches      see Lesson 3A, page xxx
do'

la

so

mi

re

do, G

E

B

Key G

A

G

D

The new song today is in 
the key of G.   During 
Warm-Up use the Key of 
one of the lesson's songs.

so
do,
do,
mi
so
so
do,

mi
mi
re
re
do
la
re

do,
so
mi
do,
so
mi
mi

re
la
so
re
do'
re
la

mi
do'
la
mi
so
do
mi

so
so
so
do,
so
so
do,

Pitch:   Solfa

The solfa warm-ups are included in mp3s and 
mp4s.  If you use these, print out the solfa where 
you can see them.  Then, make the handsigns as 
the solfa is heard.   In this way, students have 
both the audio and the visual to echo.   OR  If 
your students know their handsigns well, 
challenge them to simply listen to the lead, and 
then echo the sound and make the handsign that 
goes with it.

If you teach a song  --add it to the repertoire poster!

Ickle Ockle Word Rhythms and Beat
Matching Handsigns with Solfa
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Lesson A each week covers core material.  

Lesson B offers additional ideas for review, 
practice or enrichment.



03Musician’s Name  __________________________

so

do
mi

laso

This note is ON a line.
This note is IN a space.

Circle the correct answer for this song.

      

so

do

mi

la

 is on a line     is in a space

 is on a line     is in a space

 is on a line     is in a space

 is on a line     is in a space

Ickle Ockle
Key C, first note G(so)

Ick-le ock-le blue  bot-tle,  fish-es in the sea,

If you want to catch a fish,  just  choose me.

Counting Game

__   __   __   __   ___   __  __      __  __    __   __   ___

__  __     __   __   __   __    __     ___     ___     ___

Use a “d” for “do”.
Use a “m” for “mi”.
Use a “s”  for  “so”.
Use a “l”   for “la”.

Fill in the missing solfa above each note.

s

m

l

l

s

s

Now try making the handsigns while you quietly sing the solfa.

do

la

so

mi

re

do

Connect the solfa
with its handsign.



Oh  my   aunt  came back,  oh my   aunt  came back, from     ----------------    from

--------- -and brought with her and brought with her a -----------------  a -----------------.

Oh My Aunt Came Back
campsong

Key G, first note low so(D)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 Oh my...

Allegro

In this song, once an action associated with a souvenir is started, then it continues through the rest of the 
song.   By the time the aunt goes to the Nile, it's a challenge to do all the actions at once.   End the song 
abruptly with a loud "Snap!" as the crocodile's mouth closes.

from old Japan  a big silk fan(fan self with hand)  shamisen
from south of France  a new folk dance(wiggle hips)   s t r i n g s  
ensemble
from in Ukraine  some golden grain(swirling motion)  accordian
from Mexico   an espresso(drink)    shakers 'n guitar

Country                              Souvenir                                            Musical Instrument
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When I travel, I look for musical instruments to bring home.   I'd 

start out this song by showing one of my foreign instruments and 

chatting a bit with the class about traveling and souvenirs.  

Chances are least one of the students in your class has already 
traveled outside of Canada.   Find a way to engage students in 
thinking about traveling the world and souvenirs.

"Here's a song about someone's aunt who traveling and 
collected a few rather odd souvenirs.  As you listen, try to 
remember all 5 places she went and what she brought back."   

Play the audio sing-a-long version of O My Aunt Came Back.   As 
each verse is sung, make the actions for the souvenir.   Encourage 
students to make them also.    When the song is over, ask for the 
names of places and souvenirs.   As each is named, put its 
flashcards on the pocket chart, and point out where it is on a map or 
globe.

"The words change in each verse,  but when you listen 
carefully to the music, you'll hear something else that 
changes too.   Open your ears and put your thinking caps on  
--as you listen try to figure out what is changing and why."  
Play the instrumental version  ---if students begin to sing, stop the 
recording, remind them of the "listen" instruction and begin it again.
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The musical instruments change in each verse.
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mp3
audio

using audio only 
f o c u s e s  s t u d e n t  
attention on sound



Extend the LearningExtend the Learning

Riviere de Loup  some gum to chew   chew gum
P.E.I.    a seafood pie    rub tummy -yum!
Niagara Falls   some ping pong balls   bounce a ball
Saskatchewan   a mastodon    spread arms wide
Sutton Fair   a rocking chair   whole body rocks
Yellowknife                           a brand new LIFE!   shout the word "life”
Vancouver’s shore                 she looked at me, and slammed the door!

“O My Aunt Came Back” makes a great zipper song.   It combines 
places, nearby or far away with rhyming souvenirs.   If you are 
studying a part of the world   e.g. Europe,  then ask for places in 
Europe to be used.   If you are looking at the Canada Food Guide in 
science or health, choose a food group to be included in the 
souvenirs.   Or just go with whatever ideas come up.

This may be done as a whole class,  small group or individual 
project.   For classroom teachers, use this as the base for an art 
lesson to illustrate folk dress, maps, souvenirs ---have fun with it.

Zipper songs use new words/ideas in a song.   For 
example, in Old MacDonald's Farm  --any animal could be 
"zipped" in without making changes to the original focus of 
the song.  
Piggyback songs use entirely new sets of words to a familiar 
melody.   

Both zipper and piggyback songs are ways to encourage 
students  to add their own ideas (simple composition) to set 
rhythms and melodies.

Composition 101
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Ask for student ideas about the what and why of the changes.   
Hopefully someone will at least say something about the 
instruments.   Spend a few minutes naming the instruments and 
how sound is produced by them. (If you're not able to show the mp4 in 
Step 5, then print off the instrument cards and use these now.)   

What other instruments do students know that are associated with 
particular countries?

Play the mp4 and invite students to sing along (they'll need to be 

standing to do all the actions).   The visuals in this video include maps 
showing the countries and pictures of the instruments.

Written by Jo Ellen Bogart, 
Illustrated by Barbara Reid.

Add On a ReadingAdd On a Reading
Gifts

for example: Traveling Around Canada        

mp4
video
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C1.1song:  Old Brass Wagon
       chant:  (gr.2)  Keep the Beat

C1.2apply musical elements while moving/singing

element focus:   naming elements   
 

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

2

1

(When the teacher chooses songs 
in the first part of the lesson it helps 
to keep the lesson moving quickly  
(an aid to discipline) AND ensures 
t h a t  a l l  s o n g s  a r e  s u n g  
occasionally.   Later in the lesson 
give students a choice of their 
favourite songs.

Beat/Rhythm:  Reading Rhythm Flashcards

Choose a mix of 6-8 rhythm flashcards from the Gr.1 
and Gr.2 sets.   The symbols are on one side, the names 
on the other.  

You'll develop your own way of doing this as the year 
goes on.  If you are new to rhythm symbols and names, 
then try sitting with the pile of rhythm cards on your lap.  
Hold up one rhythm card so that you can see the names 
and the class can see the symbols.  Give a clear count-
in to set the tempo/speed:  1  2  ready read ...   

To keep the class together, you can, if needed, move 
your finger along the top of the card to the beat.  If the 
class reading of the card is ragged (usually means 
either the class wasn't ready to start  or   they are not 
familiar with some of the symbols), then try the same 
card again.   You'll be able to tell by following the words 
on the back of the card!

ti-ti ta   ti-ti  ta

students see

teacher sees

1     2  ready  read

As you develop comfort with this 
process, you'll be able to 
smoothly transition from one 
card to the next.  In the 
beginning, though, to make it 
simpler for the students and you, 
give a count-in for each card 
keeping the tempo the same.

Sing a Familiar Song          

Key FKey G

Key F

A

C

Dla

so

mi

CA D

A   C D   
mi   so  la

Key G

B

D

Ela

so

mi

Don't Try to GuessO My Aunt Came Back e.g.  

Do a quick solfa warm-up in the Key of the chosen song.  
Either lead with your voice/hands  OR use the warm-up 
mp3 or mp4.
Then, sing or play the first note with the count-in.

Key F



The back of each flashcard has a memory aid to the word's meaning.    

Language is most easily learned in context  ---but specialized music words for many students are only 
heard, read or said maybe once a week in school!  
Classroom teachers could also include a few music words in weekly spelling lists.

Using the word cards as a warm-up game is a way to help students become familiar with them.
If there is room in the music bulletin board space, consider adding the word cards for a time.

Students may be familiar with the word cards from CanDo1 or CanDo 2.
For more detailed information for re-enforcing music vocabulary see Can Do 2 - January Lessons.
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tempo

speed

staccato

hopping

dynamics

volume

Before the class gathers, put the word cards in the pocket chart, 
music word hidden (meaning facing out).  "Today we're going to 
have a contest.  If you can tell me the music word that goes 
with one of these cards, then the class gets a point.  If you 
miss, then I get a point.  However, if you miss and anyone in 
the class groans or complains, then I get two points!   Ready?  
..."

Name a student who chooses a card, reads it, and says the 
matching word.  If the match is made correctly, then the card is 
turned over.  Once all the cards have been turned over, the game 
may continue by reading the music word and saying the matching 
idea(harder).

Game may also be played by simply holding the flashcards and 
going through them one by one.

Using the class list, ask each student in turn.

When the words are well known, instead of showing the card, 
say the word and students spell it, and then also give its 
explanation.

Name a kind of element.   Students give one of the words that 
fits the category.  (Do this at first with all the words mixed up 
but visible on the pocket chart.)  Place the cards under the 
name on the pocket chart so that all students see the correct 
groupings.

Show or name one of the words.   Student names the element 
it belongs to.

Variations for the Game

Practice and Review   Practice and Review   Music Vocabulary

vocabulary lists on next pages

vocabulary lists on next pages
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Music Words,  quick reminders

presto

andante

allegro

tempo

quickly

stately

lively

speed

timbre kind of voice
instrument

rhythm

beat steady
pulse

long/short
word patterns

accent make
stronger

staccato

legato

piano
forte

dynamics

p

f

softly

loudly

volume

piano

forte

hopping

smoothly

form

chorus

verse song words
that change

song words
that repeat

way music
is built

Musical Elements

(names of instruments)

(Duration)

conductor

repertoire

pitch

ostinato

solfa

harmony

music
leader

list of
songs

up/down
of sounds

word patterns
 
that repeat

do, re, mi's

sound layers

song writercomposer

General Music
Words

notes

music staff

bar lines

bars

slur

5 lines for
writing music

symbols for
musical sounds

groups of notes
on a staff

line to divide
groups of notes

2 notes sung
together

Written Music
Words

040
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Music Words, Words, Words!

When children are young, they soak up words like sponges.   Studies have shown that this is 
the peak period in human development for language learning.   Using the "music words" 
while teaching will help to solidify their place in your student's vocabulary and ease their 
future learning in music.

audience
band
changing
conductor
create
ending
instrument
introduction
listen
loud
mood

General Vocabulary
Words Used in Music

move
music
orchestra
perform
sing
smooth
soft
sound
strong
unison

Specialized
Music Words
Used While
Teaching

duration
ostinato
dynamics
timbre
phrase
interlude
andante
presto
allegro
solfa

downward
upward

texture/harmony
form
articulation
slur
tie

blues
big band music
jazz

soundscapes

accompaniment

sharp/flat
mezzo

call/response
accent

treble clef

choir
detached
folk song
forte
melody
melody map
percussion
play
protest song
tempo
verse

alphabet
bar
bar line
beat
compose
note
piano
pitch
rest
rhythm
staff
tune

accent
allegro
andante
Blues
dynamics
form
harmony

articulation
canons
flat
partner songs
repeats
rounds
sharp
step, skip, leap
tie
vivace

Introduction of
Music Words

in this curriculum

lullaby
note names
ostinato
presto
slur
solfa
timbre

041



DYNAMICS(expression)

  piano(softly)

  forte(loudly)

  mezzo(medium)

  double(twice as ...)

  crescendo(getting louder)

  decrescendo(getting softer)

  legato(smoothly)

  staccato(detached)

  articulation(how)

  accent(emphasize)

  mood(emotion, feeling) 

TIMBRE 
  voice
  instrument
  percussion(strike, scrape, rub)

  brass(blow directly, buzz)

  woodwind(blow into a reed)

  strings(pluck, bow, scrape, strum)

  accompaniment
  orchestra(all instruments)

  band
(and other musical
instruments as introduced)
 TEXTURE(layers in music,

           focusing here on vocal)

  melody, tune(notes linked together)

  harmony(notes of different pitches, performed at same time)

  bordun("drone"  "so-mi")

  chord(3 or more notes played together)

  unison(one note sounded at a time)

  canons(a variation of the melody 
                is played some time after the beginning,
                at the same time as the original melody continues)

  rounds(canon where the second playing of the melody 
               exactly repeats the first)

  partner songs(two different songs 
                that may be sung together harmoniously)

DURATION
  beat(pulse, steady)

  rhythm(way words go)

  ostinato(rhythm pattern)

  tempo(speed)

    andante(stately)

    allegro(lively)

    vivace(spritely)

    presto(very quickly)    
slur
 (2 different pitches sung smoothly)

tie(2 notes sung as one total)

GENRE
  folk 
  children's
    lullaby  
  teaching 
  Blues
  jazz
  Big Band
  classical
  rock   rock 'n roll
  protest song
  spirituals
  special occasion
  

PITCH(a conceptualization 

      of the high/lows of sounds)

  melody, tune
  downwards, upwards(direction of pitch)

  solfa(the phonics of singing)

  high, low(as in to the ceiling/floor)
     note:  in music, 
     "higher" does NOT refer to speed or volume!

  sharp, flat(pitch a bit too high/low)

  step, skip, leap(spaces between pitches)

FORM(way music is built)

  call/response(question-answer)

  verse/chorus(different ideas punctuated by a repeated idea)

  phrase(approx one breath's worth of singing,
              like a sentence)

  section(several phrases, like a paragraph)

  introduction
  interlude(short musical passage that connects
                 two different parts of a song)

  ending

MUSIC LITERACY
  staff(5 lines for writing music)

  bar(group of notes on a staff)

  bar line(divides bars)

  notes and rests(tell length of sounds)

  treble clef(or G clef,  higher pitches)

  music alphabet(A B C D E F G A B ...)

conductor
compose
repertoire

CanDo Music 3    September    038 Lesley J Clare

Music Words,  quick reminders
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R  H  Y  T      H      M

Keep the beat  on your feet

B     E       A      T

Keep the rhythm with the words

R  H  Y  T      H      M

R  H  Y  T      H      M

beat
steady

keeps going
through whole song

most songs have one

You have 1 (point to nose, let children fill in word) to 
smell.  2 (eyes) to see.  10 (toes) to wiggle.  Inside 
your head to think is a (brain).   And in here (lay 

hand over heart) is a heart to beat. 

"Songs don't have noses or toes, but they do have 
a heart, and it beats very much like your heart 
beats, a nice steady beat or pulse.

Review/relearn the mnemonic for beat.

Being able to keep and feel the beat is a basic in social dancing.    The easiest way to "learn" the feel of a beat is to 
attempt to keep it while in the company of other people who are keeping it.   The pulse that goes through a group is 
contagious.

"When I say 'Go' stand up and be ready to echo what I 
say and what I do.   Any questions?   GO!"

Walk in place on the beat while saying each 
line   --- leaving space for students to echo 
words and movement.

1st Time

2nd Time

3rd Time

4th Time

Repeat using a loud (forte) voice.

Repeat using a soft (piano) voice.

Repeat using a faster tempo.

Repeat using a slower tempo.5th Time

From the 3rd time on, vary the beat action but always use the feet 
in some way,   e.g.   tap one toe,  hop,   heel-toe,  etc.

1st Time Clap the words as you say each line  --
leaving space for students to echo words 
and clapping.

2nd Time

3rd Time

4th Time

Repeat using a loud (forte) voice.

Repeat using a soft (piano) voice.

Repeat using a faster tempo.

Repeat using a slower tempo.5th Time

Use the "Keep the Beat" movement track.   Students walk 
freely to the beat while saying the "beat" section.   Students 
stand in place and clap while saying the "rhythm" section.

If your class needs some help maintaining a modicum of order, try this activity using "Follow the Leader" instead of 
free movement.   Three or four separate lines following different leaders is fun.   During the "Rhythm" section, the 
leader goes to the end of the line and a new leader takes over.

Relearn the Mnemonic Relearn the Mnemonic  “Keep the Beat”
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Rhythm Section



Cir-cle to the left,         old brass wag-on,  Cir-cle to the left,         old brass wag-on,
Cir-cle to the right, ...
In___   and__ out,  ...
Swing_  oh__ swing, ...
Do__  Si___  Do  ...
Pro__men-ade home ...

Cir-cle  to  the left,             old  brass  wag-on,    you're  the one  my     dar -  ling.

Old Brass Wagon Square or Round Dance
Traditional

arr: LJ Clare

Key G, first note do(G)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 Circle...

d   d   d   d   d            d      d    l,     s,       r   r    r     r   r               s,   s,    l,     d

m  m  m   m   m              r       d      l       d        r         m    s,    l,         d           d

Formation:   circles of 3 to 8 dancers

Play a little bit of the sing-a-long version of Old Brass Wagon.  Stop it and ask:  "Does anyone 
know what kind of music this is?"  (square dance, pioneer dance)  "Yes, its dance music.  
The singer is the caller in the dance, calling out the instructions to the dancers.     
"Circle to the left"  is dancers join hands and move to the left around the circle (usually 
side step but any movement will work), then "circle to the right".  Let's try it."  

Probably easiest to assign students to groups, then ask the groups to make circles.  Dance the 
first two verses.   Note:  there is an interlude between each verse giving students a chance to 
stop and get ready for the change in step.  When done "for real" the verses would follow one 
immediately after the other.

Teach the remaining steps.   Try the whole dance.

"in and out"    dancers 4 short steps in to centre of circle, raise hands
                      dancers 4 short steps back out   (repeat)

"do si do"   dancers drop hands,  cross own arms,
                 pass right shoulders with another person,
                 until verse ends with dancers in circle again

"promenade home"   two dancers join hands
                                both dancers walk around circle clockwise

Comment on what was done well.   If it went smoothly add clapping while 
standing still during the interludes, and try again.
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Music & Movement/Dance  Music & Movement/Dance  Pioneer Dance

New RepertoireNew Repertoire Keep the Beat
Old Brass Wagon

Dancers often 
learn the words 
to music while 
dancing  --a 
form of learning 
by immersion.
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New Song:New Song:    Little Liza Jane

Individual Work/Paper WorkIndividual Work/Paper Work

 Options for review, practice or enrichment

Outline of lesson plan

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

AA

BB

CC

Dancing Song:  Dancing Song:  Great Big House
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C1.1song:  Little Liza Jane
       Great Big House

C1.2apply musical elements while moving/singing

element focus:  names of elements

Beat/Rhythm:   Keep the Beat-Keep the Rhythm(while standing)

1st time: everyone does the chant once through
2nd time: divide the class in half
        half the class does the words
                           half the class does the spelling, switch
3rd time: class still in two groups

one group begins, when they get to the 
"Rhythm" section, the other group begins 
with "Keep the Beat"

The Word Game (see Lesson 4A)

*a “boy meets girl” story song from pioneer days

*a traditional song/dance from the United States

The two songs introduced in this 
lesson may be sung together at 
the same time, partner 
songs.   Partner songs and 
r o u n d s  a r e  b o t h  g o o d  
beginnings  for  s tudents  
learning to sing in harmony.

Use the first verse of “L’il Liza Jane” as a 
springboard for creating individual or class versions 
to this song.   Give each student a work page and 
guide the class through the steps.

04Musician’s Name  __________________________

I       got-ta gal   that    you  don't know,     li'l     Li   -       za        Jane,

Way down south in      Bal  -  ti  -  more,       li'l     Li   -        za         Jane.

Li'l Liza Jane United States
folksong

arr: LJ Clare 2012

Key D, first note F#(mi), Pentatonic
a cappella count-in:  1  2  I gotta ...

Oh      E  -   li  - za,   li'l    Li - za   Jane,     Oh      E  -  li  - za,    li'l    Li - za   Jane.

chorus

Allegro

1.  Sing the first verse of Li’l Liza Jane.

2.  Now sing it while walking in place.
     How many steps did it take to sing “Baltimore”?

3.  But maybe Liza Jane doesn’t live in Baltimore!
     Where else could she live that’s “way up north”?

4.  Think of a place to sing that’s  “way up north”.
     Try singing it to make sure it fits into 2 walking steps.

in Canada?

in Yellowknife?

in Dawson’s Creek?

in Cornerbrook?

5.  Maybe Liza Jane isn’t your sweetheart,  maybe she’s just a friend.
     Change the word  “gal”  to   “friend”, and sing the verse now.

6.  Maybe the friend’s name isn’t Liza Jane.
     Maybe it’s  .....
     Think of a name for your song.
     If your friend isn’t little,  clap (X) instead of singing “l’il”.

Zoey Ann?
Logan James?

Rashid Joe?

Selima?

7.  And the last step is fitting your friend’s name into the chorus.
     Remember if your friend isn’t little,  clap (X) instead of singing “l’il”.

Steps for Writing a New Version of L’il Liza Jane

I gotta gal that you don’t know,  l’il Liza Jane,
Way up north in  __________________,  l’il Liza Jane.

I gotta friend that you don’t know,  l’il Liza Jane,
Way up north in  __________________,  l’il Liza Jane.

I gotta friend that you don’t know,  X  _____________
Way up north in  __________________,   X   _________.

Lesson A each week covers core material.  

Lesson B offers additional ideas for review, 
practice or enrichment.



04Musician’s Name  __________________________

I       got-ta gal   that    you  don't know,     li'l     Li   -       za        Jane,

Way down south in      Bal  -  ti  -  more,       li'l     Li   -        za         Jane.

Little Liza Jane United States
folksong

arr: LJ Clare 2012

Key D, first note F#(mi), Pentatonic
a cappella count-in:  1  2  I gotta ...

Oh      E  -   li  - za,   li'l    Li - za   Jane,     Oh      E  -  li  - za,    li'l    Li - za   Jane.

chorus

Allegro

1.  Sing the first verse of Little Liza Jane.

2.  Now sing it while walking in place.
     How many steps did it take to sing “Baltimore”?

3.  But maybe Liza Jane doesn’t live in Baltimore!
     Where else could she live that’s “way up north”?

4.  Think of a place to sing that’s  “way up north”.
     Try singing it to make sure it fits into 2 walking steps.

in Canada?

in Yellowknife?

in Dawson’s Creek?

in Cornerbrook?

I gotta gal that you don’t know,  l’il Liza Jane,
Way up north in  __________________,  l’il Liza Jane.

5.  Maybe Liza Jane isn’t your sweetheart,  maybe she’s just a friend.
     Change the word  “gal”  to   “friend”, and sing the verse now.

I gotta friend that you don’t know,  l’il Liza Jane,
Way up north in  __________________,  l’il Liza Jane.

6.  Maybe the friend’s name isn’t Liza Jane.
     Maybe it’s  .....
     Think of a name for your song.
     If your friend isn’t little,  clap (X) instead of singing “l’il”.

I gotta friend that you don’t know,  X  _____________
Way up north in  __________________,   X   _______________.

Zoey Ann?
Logan James?

Rashid Joe?

Selima?

7.  And the last step is fitting your friend’s name into the chorus.
     Remember if your friend isn’t little,  clap (X) instead of singing “l’il”.

Steps for Writing a New Version of Little Liza Jane



I       got-ta gal   that    you  don't know,     li'l     Li   -       za        Jane,

Way down south in      Bal  -  ti  -  more,       li'l     Li   -        za         Jane.

Little Liza Jane United States
folksong

arr: LJ Clare 2012

Key D, first note F#(mi), Pentatonic
a cappella count-in:  1  2  I gotta ...

Oh      E  -   li  - za,   li'l    Li - za   Jane,     Oh      E  -  li  - za,    li'l    Li - za   Jane.

chorus

Allegro

The hardest work I ever did
Was a-brakin' on a train,
the easiest work I ever did
Was a-huggin' Liza Jane.

When I went to see her,
she met me at the door,
shoes and  stockings in her hands,
Her feet all o'r the floor.

Li'l Liza Jane dates back to the early 1900s in the United States.   It's likely one of the Party-Games 
that adapted children's songs into mixers to get around a strict "no-dancing" religious tradition.  
There are many different versions of words that may be used with the melody.  The song is a staple 
in modern New Orlean's brass bands.

I gotta gal that you don't know,
Li'l Liza Jane,
Way down south in Baltimore,
Li'l Liza Jane.

When I go a-courtin'
I'll go on the train.
When I go to marry,
Li'l Liza  Jane.

verses
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New Song:New Song:    Little Liza Jane

Clap and say in the song's rhythm pattern,  "L'il Liza Jane." 
(2x)  "What's the girl's name?"  Help students 
understand that l'il is short for 'little'.  

Now clap and sing the phrase, "L'il Liza Jane."  Students 
echo both claps and singing.  

L'il      Li  -    za              Jane
ti        ta       ti                ta-a

"Good singing.   Everytime I point at you, you clap and 
sing (sing it) "L'il Liza Jane."

Sometimes when I  want 
students to echo, I'll point to 
myself when it's my turn, then 
point to students, or cup a hand 
around one ear as a sign its the 
class' turn.

Baltimore is pronounced  Baltimow.

I gotta girl that you don't know  l'il Liza Jane
Way down south in Baltimore   l'il Liza 
Jane
O Eliza      l'il Liza Jane

Teacher                                                  Students
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"Well done.  Who's Eliza?"  (Liza is a short form of 
Elizabeth.)  "Let's try that again."  (Increase the tempo a bit 
this time.)

"This song comes from the United States.   It's a story 
about two people.   I'm going to play the whole song.    
As you listen to the story, try to figure out what's 
going on.  Be ready to sing your part whenever I 
point at you."   Play the sing-a-long version.

"What is the story about?"    Explore the story, the people in 
it and ideas about what might happen next.

Post the words.   Sing the song with the 
recorded version.

“L’il Liza Jane is another good 
song for zipping new words in 
to create a unique version.

Extend the learning into a Language Arts lesson by 
creating new verses following the form given here.  
(see work page)

Extend the Learning

The hardest work I ever did
Was a-brakin' on a train,
the easiest work I ever did
Was a-huggin' Liza Jane.

When I went to see her,
she met me at the door,
shoes and  stockings in her hands,
Her feet all o'r the floor.

I gotta gal that you don't know,
Li'l Liza Jane,
Way down south in Baltimore,
Li'l Liza Jane.

When I go a-courtin'
I'll go on the train.
When I go to marry,
Li'l Liza  Jane.

I gotta girl that you don't know  l'il Liza Jane
Way down south in Baltimore   l'il Liza 
Jane
O Eliza      l'il Liza Jane

Teacher                                                  Students
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I* gotta friend in Toronto
 X   Sammy Jo
Likes to play,  in the snow
 X   Sammy Jo

 O my friend  X  travels around
 O my friend is, outward bound

I gotta friend in Come by Chance
 X   Sammy Jo
Likes to sing and likes to dance
 X   Sammy Jo

I gotta friend in Montreal
 X   Sammy Jo
Rakes up leaves most ev’ry Fall
 X   Sammy Jo

I gotta friend in Penetang
 X   Sammy Jo
Likes to eat pie with meringue
 X   Sammy Jo



"L'il Liza Jane is a story song from the United States.   Here's 
a story song from the United States that has a dance too.   
Listen and try to remember the story in this song.  While you 
are listening help your body get ready for dancing by using 
your hands to put the beat on your knees.   Play the sing-a-
long version.

Explore ideas about the story that is in this song.

Organize students into either one large circle or several smaller 
ones.  Each circle needs to have an even number of dancers.  I 
have found this dance teaches easier if there is some way to 
visually mark every other dancer  ---maybe shoes off  or   a light 
scarf tied around the waist?

Teach the movements for the dance.   Once conquered, they make 
a fun way to group dance.   If you need help visualizing the 2nd 
verse actions, check out the song on youtube to see a 
demonstration.   Note:  youtube videos use a different tune.

Try the dance with the music.

Gather students back together on the mat.   Post the music for 
Great Big House.   Give a count-in and have students sing the song 
WITHOUT musical accompaniment.
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1.  Great big house in      New   Or-leans,        for  -  ty    stor  -  ies     high_______.
2.  Went down to   the      old    mill  stream,    fetch   a     pail    of       wa    -    ter,
3.  Fare  thee  well  my     dar - ling   girl,          fare thee   well  my      daugh  - ter,      

Ev' -  ry     room  that       I    been     in,           filled   with   ap  -  ple       pie.
Put    one   arm      a  -   round  my   wife,            o   - ther   'round my      daugh-ter.
Fare  thee well     my      gold-en     girl,            gold-en     slip-pers          on       her.

Great Big House
United States

Play Party Song
arr:  LJ Clare

Key D, first note F#(mi), Pentetonic
a cappella count-in:  1  2  Great big ...

Allegro
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New Dancing Song:New Dancing Song:    Great Big House

Dance steps
are

on the

next

page.



In the early 1900s, strict religious communities forbade dancing.   Many children's songs were 
taken by young people and used as ways to interact with others at gatherings.  As long as 
singing with no instrumental accompaniment was used these songs were considered to be 
games.   Great Big House is from New Orleans and is now a common part of Brass Band 
repertoires..

Dance Formation:   circle    8 or more dancers
Dancers:  even number,  designate each as  "1"  or  "2"

1st Verse: *walk in circle to steady beat,
                               stop on "pie"
2nd Verse: 
Went...stream *#1s move into centre, take hands,
                               hands at hip height
fetch...water *#2s move into centre BEHIND #1s,
                     hands reach over shoulders of #1s,
           hold hands with another #2
Put one...wife *#2s raise holding hands to ceiling,
          bring down behind #1s
The other...ter *#1s raise holding hands to ceiling,
           bring down behind #2s
    (arms are now all interlocked)

3rd Verse: *keeping arms locked,
          everyone walks to steady beat

Repeat all three verses, switching parts,
   i.e.  #2s move into circle first.
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Great big house in New Orleans
forty stories high
Ev’ry room that I been in
filled with apple pie

Went down to the old mill stream
fetch a pail of water
Put one arm around my wife
other ‘round my daughter

Fare thee well my darling girl
fare thee well my daughter
Fare thee well my golden girl
golden slippers on her

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qr3qghRk95E

It’s difficult to say just how long videos will stay on 
youtube  --here’s a sample of the dance that was 
available when I wrote this.  (Yes, its terribly slow.)

cherry pie
chocolate pie
caramel pie
berry pie
pumpkin pie
apple pie
chicken pie
chicken pot pie

Just for fun!
try a different kind of pie

New RepertoireNew Repertoire L’il Liza Jane
Great Big House in New Orleans
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